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GOVERNMENT CAREFULLY TO STUDY SUPREME
COURT JUDGrviENT
No Tinle-Limit Set For
Diffusion Bill

Entire Question To Be
Examined Afresh

COMMITT ED TO DELINK BIG BU SINESS FROM
NEWSPAPER INDUSTRY
The Mi~ister of State for I nformation and Broadcasting, M r. Inder K Umar
Gujral, said in the Rajya Sabha on November 16 that the Government of India were
not in a position to introduce the bill on the diffusion of P ress ownership in Parliament without a careful study of the Supreme Court's judgment striking down the
1972-73 Newsprint Control Order.

VERDICT INTRODUCES I
NEW ELEMENT
Government To Study All
Its Implications
~ o O o~

Addressing the Consultative Committee
of Parliament for his Ministry on December
19, Mr. LK. Gujral reiterated that Government
were examining the question of delinking newspapers from industrial houses, but would take
the necessary steps only after studying the
implications of the judgment of the Supreme
Court in the newsprint case, which had introduced some new elements.
The fact-finding committee on the economics of newspapers, the Minister said, was
studying every aspect of the Press structure.

•1

The Minister stated that it would not be
possible to indicate a time-limit by which Government would be able to come up with the
legislation. It would, however, be Government's endeavour to complete the examination
of all issues as early as possible.
Mr. Gujral added that the Committee of
Central Ministers which was going into the
question of diffusion of ownership and delinking business houses from the newspaper industry would have to "re-examine the whole
position in the light of the Supreme Court's
judgment."
HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT
Asked about de-linking of newspapers from
industrial houses, the Minister said that while
Government stood by their commitment to
bring about this "healthy" development, all
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The Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi,
scotched rumours on December 19 that the
Government of India were contemplating to
gag the Press by imposing curbs restricting its
freedom.
Speaking at the meeting of the Consultative Committee of Parliament for tte Ministry
of Information and Broadcasting on December 19, Mrs. Gandhi denied that Government
intended to nationalise the Press. Such a
step, she said, would militate against the 'basic
tradition of tolerance'. This, however, did
not mean that in the name of Press freedom
the bigger or chain papers should challenge
the right of the smaller papers to exist.
According to the Prime Minister, India was
the only country where large industrial houses
owned newspapers, whereas elsewhere there
were bigger paper s which by themselves formed
an industry. The large-scale control of big
papers by business houses posed a serious threat
to the very existence of small papers. The
bigger papers with larger resources, she emphatically said, could not be allowed to stifle
the smaller ones struggling for survival.
Mrs. Gandhi deplored that the Press in
India did not reflect the aspirations of the
masses. Looking at some of them, she had
often wondered if they were at all attuned to
the wishes of the people .

_____ ________________*

(Continued on Page 14 Column 2)
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NO GOVT. INTENTIOlI '·0
NATIONALISE PRESS
"Against Basic Tradition
Of Tolerance"

~

~

NEWSPRINT CONTROL ORDER STRUCK D OWN $
Pronouncing judgment on October 23 in
the writ petitions filed by the Hindu, the
Times of India, the Indian Express and
the Hindustan Times striking down the
Government of India's 1972-73 Newsprint
Control Order, the Supreme Court
held that
(1) there was no constitutional iustification for the Government direction in the
policy arbitrarily fixing the number of
pages, and the lO-page ceiling aimed at
controlling the growth of newspapers in
the garb of an equitable distribution of

newsprint,
(2) the object of the newsprint restriction
had nothing to do with the availability of
newsprint or foreign exchange,
(3) the free dom of the Press, being both
qualitative and quantitative, lay both in
circulation and content, and any direction
to newspapers to adjust their page numbers
and circulation was a viola tion of Articles
19 (1) (c) and 14 of the Constitution.
( ~) advertisements were not only a source
of revenue fol' newspapers but also one of

the factors for their circulation,
(5) the distinction between English and
other language dailies and between big
d
II d ·1·
t d t tr t·
an sma
alles amoun e 0 ea mg
unequais equally and benefiting one type
of daily at the expense of another, and
(6) though the language dailies should be
allowed to grow, the English dailies should
not be fvrced to languish under a policy of
regimentation,
(A Fuller Version of Judgment Appears
on Pages 3, 4, 13 and 14)
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LINKI PRESS COUNCIL BILL REINTRODUCED
-000-

Restriction On Reporting Official Secrets And
Monetary Control Matters
A Press Council Bill, which was first
dropped after pressure from newspaper and civil
rights lobbies, has been reintroduced by the
Sri Lanka Government.
Under the Government's new Press Council
Bill, journalists will not have to disclose their
sources of information. The amended bill
has two new clauses seeking to restrict Press
reporting of official secrets and monetary
control matters. Secret information in any
news relating to the Armed Forces or military
equipment or defence policies likely to be
prejudicial to the security of Sri Lanka would
be banned unless approved by the Ministry
concerned. Items relating to monetary or
import control measures under Government
consideration would also be taboo without
prior approval from the Ministry.
AMENDED PROVISIONS
The provision compelling newspapers to
disclose their sources of information has been
dropped and another banning publication of
all Government news without approval has
been made less rigorous in the amended bill.
The original draft published in the Gazette
in mid-August was withdrawn following a
sharp protest from the Press and a wide segment of the public. In a communique withdrawing the original Bill, the Cabinet of Mrs
Sirimavo Bandaranaike said on August 30
last that it had followed with close attention
the public discussion on the draft law and
deferred introduction of the legislation in the
Assembly.
In the revised draft, the blanket ban on
the publication of all news relating to Government and the public sector has been modified
to apply only to secrets coming under the
Official Secrets Act, such as Cabinet papers
and Clbinet discussions or any matter concerning the security of the Republic.
A new provision also finds a place in the
revised draft banning the publication, without
officia I authority, of news relating to the monetary, fiscal, exchange control or import control
measures under consideration by Government
or the Central Bank which might adversely
affect the economy of the country.
Breaches of this section of the law are
punishable as under the original draft with a
fine up to Rs. 5,000 and/or two years' imprisonment. The same penaIities are provided for
the publication of profane matter or any statement defamatory to any person or any advertisement calculated to injure public morality
or indecent or obscene subject matter.
The Press Council's strength has been
increased from the original five to seven which,
as before, shall include the Director of the
Government Department of Information and
six others to be appointed by the President of
Sri Lanka. One of them will be a representative of working journalists and another will
represent newspaper employees.
GOVERNMENT COMMUNIQUE
In a communique issued just before the bill
was tabled, the Sri Lanka Government made
its thinking clear. It said, "In some countries,
Press councils have been established to carry
out purely advisory functions. Where it is so
it is logical that the Council should be an autho:
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rity independent of Government. Where,
however, the function of a Council is to implement Government policy, there is no cause
whatsoever for having an independent authority. It cannot be' independent of Government whose policy it has to execute."
Government has thus made its intention
abundantly clear and declared without ambiguity or equivocation that it wants a Press that
would be a n instrument for the implementation of Government policy. It has defined the
object of the Press Council of Sri Lanka as
(a) to ensure the freedom of the Press,
(b) to prevent abuses of this freedom, and
(c) to safeguard the character of the Press
in accordance with the highest professional standards.
According to Section 16 of the bill,
(1) no person shall publish, or cause to
be published, in any newspaper any
matter which purports to be the proceedings, or any part thereof, of a
meeting of the Cabinet of Ministers,
and
(2) no person shall publish, or cause to
be published, in any newspaper
(a) any matter which purports to be
the contents of any docwnent sent
by or to all or any of the Ministers
or by the Secretary of the Cabinet,
and
(b) any matter which purports to be a
decision of the Cabinet unless it
has been approved for publication by the Secretary to the
Cabinet.

Nepalese Press Council
The Nepalese Government constituted a
Press Council under the chairmanship of an
Additional Judge of the Supreme Court, Mr.
Justice Heramba Raj, in the first week of
October.
The Council comprises the President of the
Nepal Journalists' A~sociation as its Member
Secretary and the General Manager of the
official news agency, the R.S.S., and the Director of the Information Department as exofficio members. While four persons, including the editor of the Government-owned English daily, the Rising Nepal, have been nominated by the Government, four persons have to
be elected to the Council by the Nepal Journalists' Association. I
The members and the Chairman will have
a two-year term.
(Press Council in the U.S.A.-See Page 16)
~ ......................... ft'H...,. ..... ....." ..... .-..s"",,,,,,",,,1lil

~ Sources Of Information !i
!
1 A Gallop poll conducted in the U.S.A. l
2 reveals that most Americans believe that i
r; courts should not compel newsmen to ,
t disclose their confidential sources.
1;
i In a recent nationwide sampling of 1,4~2 !
! adults, a 57 to 37 per cent. margm !
t supported the reporter's right to protect ~
l the confidentiality of his sources.
~
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IN ADVERTISEMENT
IN DISGUISE
~000~

British Press Council
Upholds Complaint
The British Press Council has said that when
newspapers evaluate commercial enterprises
with which they are connected they should
disclose that association.
The Council expressed this view in an adjudication over a complaint by a private individual, Mr. T. Collin Harvey, that the Glassgow Herald published an article which was
"an advertisement in disguise" for the product
of a company belonging to the same group and
the newspaper did not acknowledge that fact.
Mr. Harvey had complained that the article
concerned mentioned George Outram and Co.,
producers of calendars, maga2'ines and stationery, but it did not make it clear that George
Outram were the publishers of the Glasgaw
Herald.
Mr. Harvey also objected to the creditline "by a special correspondent", as the readers
normally took this to mean an independent
source of information outside the paper's
own staff. In this case, the special correspondent sounded more like a sales director.
The editor, Mr. A.K. Warren, told the
Council that it was ridiculous that a newspaper
should be expected to announce on every
occasion any connection it might have with a
firm which was the subject of editorial comment. Besides, the article was not al advertisement and no money was paid for the space it
occupied. The authorship was not relevant
as the author had nothing to do with the decision to publish that belonged to the editor.
He also contended that the newspaper was not
trying to hide its association with the firm.
The association was fairly well-known in
Scotland.
DISCLOSURE DESIRABLE
In its verdict, the Council said: "It is
desirable in these days of growing diversification in industry that newspapers evaluating
commercial enterprises should be careful to
disclose their own association with them.
"The article in the Glasgow Herald fell
short of that standard of objectivity which
the public is entitled to expect in the circumstances of this case in that the article was obviously designed to promote an associated undertaking but failed to make clear the newspaper's
own involvement.
"The Press Council upholds the complaint
that the newspaper advertised a product of a
company belonging to the same group but did
not clearly acknolwledged the fact."

What Is Meant By A
Responsible Press
Giving his interpretation of 'a responsible
Press', Lord Devlin, at one time Chairman of
the British Press Council, has stated as under :
"The adjective is generally used simply as
an imprecise commendation of good behaviour. Used precisely, it can only mean
that the Press is responsible for the foreseeable consequences of what it prints.
In relation to facts, as distinct from opinion,
no newspaperman can accept that, any more
than a nuclear scientist can accept responsibility for the dropping of an atom bomb.
The duty of the Press is to supply all the
facts on the assumption that they will be
responsibily used by the recipients."
JANUARY 1973

GOVERNMENT'S 1972-73 NEWSPRINT POLICY HELD
UNCONSTITUTIONAL

Tracing the history of the import policy
for newsprint, the court said, "From 1963-64,
the quota of newsprint for dailies has been cal-:000:culated on the basis of the page-level of 1957
and the circulation of 1961-62, with ad hoc
incr~ases for growth on the basis of percentage
of pages calculated on circulation and allowanceof page increase of not more than two pages
at a time, subject to a maximum of 12 pages.
"As indigenous newsprint was limited in
supply, the bulk of newsprint was imported
On October 30, the Supreme Court of India, by a four-to-one majority in
the past. From 1963-64 till 1970-71, printverdict, struck down the Government of India's newsprint policy for 1972-13 as ing a nd writing paper available in our country
unconstitutional.
was taken into account for framing the import
policy. The quantity which could be made
The court struck down the key provisions the page-area and the periodicity by reducing available to consumers of newspIint for the
relating to the ten-page ceiling on dailies, the the circulation. The current policy prohibiting requirements of publishers of text-books was
basis for the allotment of a newsprint quota it was, therefore, contended to be irrational, considered in that behalf. After 1971-72,
and the prohibition of interchangeability of arbitrary and unreasonable. It was submitted printing and writing paper was in short supply
newsprint quotas within c;ommonly-owned that this discrimination was bound to have and, according to Government, this was adunits. Its judgment also nullified the ban on adverse effect on big daily newspapers com- versely affecting the requirements of publishers
common-ownership units starting a new paper manding large circulations.
of text-books. The loss to the newsprint
or a new edition within the allotted quota.
consumer from the non-availability of white
ARBITRARY
AND
IRRATIONAL
printing paper was made good in the additional
The newsprint policy and sections of the newsquantity of imported newsprint. The import
print Import Control Order were declared
It
was
further
stated
that
the
newsprint
quota of newsprint was increased from 1,40,000
void on the ground of violation of fundapolicy
was
violative
of
Article
14
because
tonnes in 1970-71 to 1,80,000 tonnes in 1971-72.
mental rights to freedom of speech and excommon-ownership
units
alone
were
prohibipression and equality before the law as gua"From 1972-73, three principal changes
ted from starting a new paper or a new edition
ranteed by the Constitution .
of the same paper, while other newspapers were effected with regard to daiJy newspapers.
The five-member constitution bench of the with only one daily were permitted to do so. First, the base year for circulation was taken
Supreme Court, presided our by the Chief The prohibition against interchangeability bet- at 1970-71. Second, the page-level was taken
Justice, Mr. Justice S. M. Sikri delivered three ween different papers of the same unit and at the maximum of 10 pages, instead of the
separate judgments on the writ' petitions tiled different editions of the said paper was said previously operating 10-page level (Those
by the publishers of the Times of India, the to be arbitrary and irrational because it treated papers operating at a level of over 10 pages
Indian Express, the Hindustan Times and the all common-ownership units as equal and were given the facility of basing their required
Hindu, challenging the Government's import ignored pertinent and material differences bet- quota either on the actual circulation for 1970policy on newsprint for the year April 1972- ween some common-ownership units as com- 71 of the admissible or calculated circulation
March 1973.
for 1971-72 whichever was more). Third, the
pared to others.
increase in quota for growth was allowed as in
The first judgment on behalf of the Chief
The ten-page limit imposed by the policy the pas t (In the case of circul ation growth, it
Justice, Mr. Justice A N. Ray and Mr. Justice was said to violate Article 14 because it equated
P. Jagmohan Reddy, was delivered by Mr. newspapers which were unequal and provided was stipulated in terms of percentage of circuJustice Ray. The other two judgments were the same permissible page-limit for newspapers lation over the previous year, while in the case
handed down by Mr. Justice M. H. Beg and which were essentially local in character, and of page growth, the maximum of 10 pages was
Mr. Justice K.K. Mathew; while Mr. Justice newspapers which reached larger sections of permitted".
Beg agreed with the majority verdict, Mr. people by giving world-wide news and covering
GOVERNMENT OBJECTIONS
Justice Mathew gave a dissenting jUdgment.
larger fields. The 20 per cent. increase allowed
for newspapers whose number of pages was
On behalf of G~vernment, two pleas were
QUESTIONABLE FEATURES
less than 10 was also challenged as violative raised in demurrer. First, it was said that the
of Article 14 as it discriminated against newsThere were four features of the newsprint papers having more than 10 pages. The petitioners were companies and, therefore,
policy called in question th at imposed restric- difference in entitlement between newspapers they could not invoke fundament al rights .
tions which were said to infringe the right of with an average of more than 10 pages, as com- Second, it was said that Article 358 of the Confreedom of speech and expression, including pared with newspapers of 10 or less than 10 stitution was a bar to any challenge by the
within its scope freedom ofthe Press guaranteed pages, was said to be discriminatory because petitioners of violation of fundamental rights.
by Article 19 (1) (a)of the Const itution, namely the
In the judgment, the court held that the
differentia was not based on any rational
(1) no new paper or new edition could be incidence
petitioners in each case were, in addition to
of
classification.
started by a common-ownership unit
the company, share-holders, editors and pubeven within the authorised quota of + ••••
lishers. In the Bennett Coleman and Co.
newsprint,
(Times of India) case, one share-holder, a
(2) ther e was a limitation on the maxiwriter of the puhlication and three editors of
mum number of pages to 10, and no
dailies published by the group were petitioners.
adjustment was permissible between
In the Hindustan Times case, a deputy director,
the circulation and the pages so as to
a share-holder. a deputy editor of one of the
increase the number of pages,
publications, the printer and publisher of the
(3) no interchangeability was permitted
puhlications and a reader were the petitioners.
between different papers of a commonIn the Indian Express case, the company and
ownership unit or different editions of
the chief editor of the dailies were the petiDealing with the Government argument
the same paper, and
tioners. In the Hindu case, a share-holder,
that there should be no monopolisation in
(4) an allowance of 20 per cent. increase in
the managing editor and the puhlisher of the
the newspaper industry, the Supreme Court
the page-level up to a max imum of 10
company were the petitioners.
observed. " The Press is not exposed to
was given to newspapers with less than
One of the important questions in these
any mischief of monopolistic combination.
10 pages .
petitions was whether the shareholder, the
"The newsprint policy is not a meaOn behalf of the petitioners, it was stated
editor, the printer, and the deputy director,
sure to combat monopolies. It should allow
who were a\l citizens and had the right to the
that an objectionable feature of the newsprint
newspapers that amount of freedom
policy was that a big daily newspaper was
freedoms set out in Article 19(1), could invoke
of discussion and information which is
prohibited and prevented from increasing the
those rights for freedom of speech and expresneeded to enable members of society
number of pages, the page area and the periosion, claimed by them for freedom of the Press
to preserve their political expression of
dicity by reducing the circulation to meet its
in their daily publication.
comment not only on public affairs but
The petitioners contended that, as a result
requirements even within its admissible quota.
also on the vast range of views and
of the newsprint control policy of 1972-73,
The newsprint policy for the year 1971-72
matters needed for a free society."
and the earlier periods allowed newspapers and
( Continued on Page 4 Column 1)
periodicals to increase the number of pages, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Government Control Order Struck
Down By Supreme Court
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PRESS FREE FROM
MONOPOLISTIC
COMBINATION

JANUARY 1973
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DISTRIBUTION OF NEWSPRINT MUST BE FAIR AND EQUITABLE
(Continued From Page 3 Column 3)
their freedom of speech and expression exercised
through their editorial staff and through the
medium of publications was infringed. They
also challenged the fixation of the IO-page
ceiling and the restric tion on circulation and
gTowl1l on their publications as not only violating but also abridging and taking away the
freedom of speech and expression of the shareholders aDd editors. The shareholders, individually and in association with onc another,
represented the medium of newspapers through
which they disseminated and circulated their
news and views. The newsprint pOlicy. Ihey
stated, e",posed tbem to a heavy financial loss
aDd impaired their right to carry on the business of printing and publishing of the dailies
through the medium of the companies.
Tne .nljority, following the earlier decisions
of the court in tbe Sakal and bank nationalisation cases, uph!ld tbe maintainability of tbe
p~tjtjon, tIolding tmt "ttIe fact that the companies were the petitione¥s did not prevent
th~ e,Jurt fro .n ~iving relief to th~ shareholders,
oditors and printers who had asked fortheprote;tlJn Jft .l:lr f,.I<11.1 .n,,(I[31 dgnts by reason of
th} efJoCt of tho IaN "nl tb:: action up on thei r
ri!l;~ts ...• The presence of th:: c.).npany is ...
not a bar to tho grant of relief".

print thoy had to abide by the specific conditions prescribed. It was also stated that the
Press would have no special fundamental right
under Article 19(IXa). The legislative measures were, therefore, said to be regulation of
newspaper business, even though these m ight
have the incidental result of curtailing circulati on. The newsprint policy was defended as
being in aid of ail()wing small newspapers to
grow and preventing a monopolistic combina-"
lion of big newspapers.
T he court said that the power of Government to import ncwsprint could not be denied
a~d ~o a.ls() cqually their power to control the
dlslnbutl.On of newsprint. II had. of course
to be borne in Illind that the distribution must
be fair and equitable. The imerests of big,
medium and small newspapers were all to be
taken into consideration at the time of a ilotment of quotas.
J

NEWSPAPER CONTROL ?

lions imposed had nolhing to do with the al'ailability of nell'sprint or foreign exchange, because t hese restrictions came into operation
after the grant of quota. Thereforc, the restrictio ns were imposed in order to control Ole
number of pages or circulation o( n~spapers
a nd were clearly outside t he ambit of Article 19
(2) of tbe Constitut ion. Thus. they were In
effeel a neWli paper control order in the guise
of framing an import eontrol policy for newsprint.
INFRINGEMENT OF RIGHTS
The court elamined the various provisions
of the newsprint import policy to indicate how
the petitioners' fundamental rights had been
infringed by the restriction on page-limit and
the prohibition against new papers and new
editions. The consequence of the impugned
policy on newspapers was direct control on
their growt h and circulation.
The direct effect was the restriction upon the
circulatio n of oewspapers. The direct result
was that papers were deprived of the area available fo r advertisement. which is the main
source of income. which meant that they were
expOsed to grave financial loss. The papers
could not thorefore be run and thus their
freedo!ll ofspeecli a n:! expression was infringed.
Tt WlS contended on hehalf of Go\'ernment
that a law which merely regulated. even directly.
the freedom of tbe Press was permissible ro
long as there was no abridgement or taking
away of the fun:lamental rights ()f citizens,
It was emphasised [hat the freedom of the Press
did not counteo,lncc mon()Polies by newspapers.
The court said that the Press is not elposed
to any mischief of monopolistic combination
and that the newsprint policy was not a meaSure to combat monopolies. It was indisputable that by frecdom of the Press was meant
the right of all citizens to speak. publish and
ex press their views. Press freedom embodied
the right of the people to read, and was not
ant ithetical 10 the right of the people to speak
and express. Article 13 of the Constitution
stated that the State was prohibited from making any law which curtailed or took away any
fundamental rights. Again, Article l Q(2) spoke
of reasonable restrictions on the exercise of
fundamental rights to freedom of speech and
elpression. The Constitution did not speak of
laws regu lating fundamental r ights. But there
was no bar to legislation on the subject of
newspapers as long as it did Dot impose unreasonab le restrictions within the meaning of
Article 19(2).

. CJunsel for th~ p~[itioners raised a quoslion as to whether the newsprint policy in
substance amounted t() new~ papor control.
HJ cIIMacterised the impugned measure as
"uewspaper control" with degrees of subtlety
anl ~llp,lIst ication. Rationing of newsprint
was ne.v.>print control. a nd that was where
qLl"ta. wJ.s fixed. "Newlpaper control" could
E.\ {n:;gNCY PROCLA \{UION
be said to be post-qu()ta restrictions, whicb
GJlern n~nt invokc tl, Article 358 of tho were JClcribod as "new3paper control", "NewsCJ 11titlltion to caise the b:lt to th,,: n lintainabi- :pape~ C\lncrol" was achieved by measures adoplity of tn~ ,l~ [it ion). (t w"s c[)ntenled that tod iO relalion to common-ownership units,
oWlling two or more now"papers. These units
111l1~r A rt icle lSd, Nhile a pro:la,nJtion of
nuiJllll ~ n~ rgoncy was in o;Jeration, nothing W<lro not allowed to bring out new papers or
in \ ; ticle U MJ,dd renr ict tbe power of the new elitions of th eir dailies, and they were not
S[Jte to alice any law or to take any executive to Iuvo intercQangeability of quota within their
action w:\ icb tho State would, bat for the pro- unit. In adJition, large pap;rs were not alvis ioM CJntaioed in that p,ut, be c.)mpetent lo wed to have more than 10 pages. It was
to n t!ce .)r take. It IV.15. th~rc fore. stated on stated !hat during the past several years, the
beltJlf of GJvern .n'~lQt that the pJ[ition::rs could ncwspnnt contf()l policy which did not have
n.)t c~:lUen.ae the 1972-13 newsprint policy tb~se features had worked remarkably well
without any challenge,
during tho period of emergency.
Tile c(JlI rl bold tblll tbe freedom of a ne"sCollnsel on behalf of the petitioners, however, coatendetl that Article ]'58 was iaappJi- paper 10 p!l~lislt allY Dllmber of page!! or to circablo t() the law or executive action taken prior Ciliate it to any tlll ill~er of persons was violated
to the proclamation of emergellCy, T ho news- by pl"cing restralots 00 it. Slicb restraints would
print policy was a continllation of the old affect tile illillulental dgbts ullder Article 19
pOlicy which had originated earlier and carried ( ~Xa) 00 th~ liit ~t:ts of pr"plglltion, pUblicaon from year to year for a decade till the decla- tion aod circulation. The object of the restderation of emergency in 1971. As the newsprint rostrictions were imposed before the
emergency was proclaimed, their validity could
be challenged.
Accepting the contention of t he petitioners
that the impeached policy was a continuation
of tbe old pOlicy as correct, the court stated that
SIX GOVERNMENT REASONS
Article 358 did not apply to executive action
In
support of their policy. G()vernment
taken during the emergency if the same was a
Rejeetiog
Government's
argument j;l advanced t he following six reasons :
continuati()n of the prior action or an emanatbat the current nel'rSprint control policy ~
tion of the previous law, which prior action
(1) There was shortage of newsprint.
or previous law would otherwise be violative " sought to eocourage tbe balanced growth
(2) The average page number of big dailies
of Article 19 or be otherwise unconstitutional. C of newspapers and remove the ioeqllities u
was 10.3. Out of 45 big dailies. 23
It con.idered the contenti()n of Government ~ created by the previous policies, the Iltree C
operated on a page-level of less than
Judges observed, "Tbe newsprinl policy
that the 1912-73 policy was protected during
10 and 22 operated on a page-level of
caoDol be said to be a reasonable restrie- i;2
the proclam _u ion of emergency and was a mere
more than 10. Theref()re, tho average
lioo wilbio the ambit of Article 19(2). C!
ailuinistrative action as unsound, and declared
of all the dailics was 5.8.
th:lt there was no merit in his preliminary iJ It abridges the fundamenta l rights of the ~
(3) Tlte 45 big dai lies, with a circulation
~ petitioners in regard to freedom of speecb H"
objections.
of 46.76 lakhs, got about 1.10,700
c and expression. It den ies nel'rSpapers tbe ~
metric tonnes of newsprint, This was
i:.! rigbt of page growtb. It prevenls comSPECIAL IMPORT RIGHT
e mon-owDersbip unitt of nempapcrs (rom q
aoout 59.9% of the total allocation.
It was contended on behalf of Government ~ bringing out new papers or new editions.
The 346 medium and small dailies,
that the right to import and uti lise newsp rint
with a circulation of 41.60 lakhs, got
It Ireats papers operating above Ihe 10- C
was not a common law right; it was a special
about 74.300 me tric tonnes, whkh repage level equally witb tbose operating ~
right covered by several statutes, The Imports e
n assessing '
tbe presented 40.1 % of the total alloca" below tbe to-page level I
and Blports Act, 1947. tho Imports Control
tiOD.
requirementt of news print.
~
Order, 1955, the Bssential Commodities Act.
(4)
The
feature was to remedy the situa"Thus, newsprint control has been ~
1955, and the Now3print Control Order. 1962, u
tion arising out of historical reasons.
~
were referred to in support of the proposition e subverted to neWlipaper control."
that if the petitioners asked for a quota of news- H~~~~::c:r~~~(W .~ .~~~~
( Continued on Page 13 Column 1 )
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MADHYA PRADESH GOVT. COMPLAINT AGAINST
'SWADESH' ACCEPTED
--:000:--

Council Expresses Displeasure Over
Communal Writing
In a complaint, under Section 13 orthe Press Council Ad, against the Sl'.'adesh, a Hindi
daily oflodore, filed in October 1969, the Madhya Pradesh. Government had alleged that by
pUblishing news and making comments between August 23 and 27 of that )'car, the Editor DC the
paper had -",hipped up communal passions and carried on lIhat was termed a virtual tirade against
the minority community'.

I II ils adjudication, the Press Council held
thaI the mailer published relating to the com·
munal disturbances in Mhow on August 22
was not such as to be seriously objected to.
It, however, found that olle of the articles set
out in what the Government termed 'background material' was open to objection and,
accepting the complaintl expressed ils displeasure over Ihis publicatIOn.
The Council, however, rejected a countercomplaint filed by the editor of the Sl'>"odesft
against the State Government fOT withholding
advertisements to this papt'r in August 1969
on its resuming publication art<.'r a month's
ban on the publication of the paper under the
Madhya Pradesh Public Secw-ity Act, 1959.
Derore setting out the main complaint in
regard to the news-reports, a list of which was
enclosed, the Director of Infonnation and
Publicity, Madh ya Pradesh Government, furnished what he termed 'background material'
in support. He stated that dw-ing the communal riols which took place in Indore at the
beginning of June 1969, the paper had published
reports, comments and articles, which were 'apt
to whip up communal passions and arouse
feelings of revenge among the majority community against Muslims'. He added that the
District Magistrate of Indore had warned
the respondent-cditor to desist from such publications. But as this had no effect, two criminal cases under Section 153-A of the I.P.C.
had been launched against the editor on June
30 and July 10. Even the institution of these
prosecutions were ineffective in that the paper
continued to fan communal hatred. There:after, the Government took action agains t
the paper under the State Public Security Act,
and directed the stoppage of its publication for a period of one month commencing
from July 9. Thereupon, the editor moved the
H igh Cow-t of Madhya Pradesh under Sections 226 and 227 of the Constitution and
sought the quashing of the order passed by
the State Government .
MAL.~

CONTENTION REJECTED

It was pointed out that, though the main
contention of the editor regarding the unconstitutionality of Section J2(l) of the Public
Security Act was rejected, as also his attack
on the bollofides of the Government in passing
the impugned order, the court upheld the
contention regarding the order being excessive,
in that it did not confine itself to the publication of news in respect of Indore or in relation
to communal incidents but was wide cnough
to include any matter published in the paper.
all. this ground, it was stated, the High Court
modified the operative part of the order by
saying that the paper should no t print or publish up to August 9, 1969 (the date when the
order issued by the State Government would
expire) a ny matter about the communal disturbances at Indore or any other matter which
migh t have effect on the rela tions between the
two communities.
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The State Government further alleged that
when the paper resumed publication on August
9, it continued to write in the same strain to
whip up passions against the minority communi~y. The publication of news-items in
the issues between August 23 and 27 ~ere
specifically referred to, and it was submItted
that these 'constituted a scurrilous attack on
the minority community and were calculated
to incite communal hatred and distrust'.
Clippings from certain other Hindi dailies of
the same date published from Indore relating
to the Mhow disturbances were annc;xcd to
the complaint to show, by a comparison, the
type of news conveyed by the other papers.
EDITOR'S JUSTIFICATION
In his writlen statement, in response to the
show-cause notice, reeeh'ed on Novembn 24,
1969, the editor justified the publication of the
news-items as being based on facts,and charged
that the complaint 'has been politically motivated since the paper has been criticizing what are
a lleged to be t he wrong policies of the State
Governments'. In the penultimate paragraph,
the editor stated that most of the publications
complained against were the subject-matter
of proceedings before courts of law. A copy
of this statement was forwarded to the complainant fo r his informat ion.
The case was listed for hearing by the inquiry Committee at its meeting on March 20,
1970. Howe\'er, on March 17, the State Director of Information sent a telegram to the
Council requesting a postponement of the
hearing. This was accepted and the Gove rnment was informed about it.
Before the dale of the next hearing was
Ihed, the Council reeeived a communication
dated May 6, 1970, from the editor. The first
poir.t made in this letter was that, contrary
to the undertak ing containcd in the declaration forming part of the complaint of the State
Government that it would intimate to the
Council immediately if any proceedings were
taken in a court of law relating to the pu blications complained against, the Government hgd
filed a criminal case on January 13, 1970,
under Section 153-A of the I.P.C., in the
court of the First Class Magistratc, Indore, in
respect of publications whic h formed the
subject-malter of thc complaint about which
the Council had not been informed. The
second point was that the Government had
stopped advertisements to the SlI'odesh from
Jul y 9, when the publication of the paper had
been banned by an order passed under Section
12 of the Public Security Act.
'ARBITRARY Al\'D DEUBERATE'
The editor's allegation was that the action
of the Government was 'arbitrary and 111010fide and a deliberate attempt to coerce the
paper so that it may give up its fearless and
independcnt criticism of the Government'.
Therefore, the action 'constituted a threat to
the freedom of the Press'.

5

The Council addressed the State Government to seck confirmation or contradiction of
the allegation that it had launched proceedings
in a court or law in respect of a publication
which was the subject of the complaint 10 th!
Council by it. Several rcminde rs, extending
over a period of over five months, had to be
issued before the Government sent an answer.
I n a communication dated Novembcr 14, J970,
it stated, 'A criminal case filed against the
Swadesh in the court of the First Class Magistrate, Indore, on grounds identical to those
which forms the subject-matter of our complaint, has since been withdrawn'. The Council expressed il s regret that this was "'not a
proper or acceptable method of denling witb
an institution like the Press Council".

When this IOformation was communicated
to the respondent-editor, he forwarded a petition datcd D ccember 12, J970, in wh ich he
stated that the complaint of the Go\'Crnment
against the editor under Section 13 of the Press
Council Act should be rejectcd because of the
'very improper conduct of the Government in
launch ing a prosecution without reference to the
Council and contrary to the undenaking givcn
to it'. He added that if the Council still desired
to inquire into the complaint of the Government, his own complaint under Section 12
regarding the stoppage of advertisements be
taken up for consideration simultaneously.
He said he was suggesting this in order to avoid
the expense of having to come over to Delhi
for the two cases ~eparately if they were going
to be inquired into at different times.
At the meeting of the Inquiry Committee
held on January g, 1971 , the Slate Government again sent a te legram requesting postponement or the hearing t:ecause it was preoccupied wi th preparations for the Republic
Day, the census and the mid· term poll. The
editor and his representativcs were, however,
present at this hearing. The reasons adduced
by the Government for asking for a postponement were considered reasonable and the hearing w.as adjourned to give it an opportunity
to be present to put forward its case.
PROSECUI'IONS IN COURTS
At this hearing, the respondent placed
before the Council a written communication
in which he maintained that the Government
had withdrawn only one of the scvera l cases
which were pending before the COUlts and those
still pcnding related to publications which
were the subject matter of the complaint. In
its complaint, the State Government Jrnd, as
already stated, listed certain news-items and
commcnts which appeared in the newsrar.er
between August 23 and 27 as the subjectmatter of the charge of professional misconduct
against tbe editor. In addition to this, 110Wever, the complaint contained in its earlier
paragraphs what was stated to be the 'background material' as anillustralion of the type
of news, articles and comments which appeared
in the paper, and these related to the period
from the beginning of J ur.e 1969 right up to
July 1, 1969. These were mainly concerned
with news-items relating to the communal
riots in Indore in the beginning of June 1969.
These were referrcd to in support of the Government case regarding the attitude which the
edHor displayed to ...,:ards the minority community and the manner in which he whipped
up the (remy of the majority community against
Muslims.
The prosecutions related to se,'eral of the
ar ticles which were referred to as part of the
'background material'. There were as mnny
(Continued on Page 6 Column 1)
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COVT. WANTED 'BACKGROUND' MITERIAL TREATED AS DISTINCT
(Continued from Page 5 Column 3)
as five complaints before the courts, and these
covered publications between June 3 and
October 31, 1969, and ofthese three, and not
two, as stated in the complaint, had been
instituted before the date of the State Government's complaint, and, among them the subjectmatter included several of the items of the
background material, which had been relied
upon by the Government.
The editor stated in the memorandum he
filed that the 'background material' was also
the subject-matter of the inquiry by the Council
and contended that if this were the subject of
proceedings in the courts, the Council could
not go into the merits of the allegations as
regards their journalistic propriety. The
Government, however, took up the position
that the 'background material' was distinct
and separate from the news-reports complained
against which had been published in the paper
between August 23 and 27, 1969, and that the
'background material' had been relied upon
merely for the p .-rpose of showing the tendency
Df the paper and its editor to indulge in communal writing.
COMPLICATED & CONFUSING
The Council noted that five of the criminal
-complaints lodged against the editor for having
committed offences under Section 153-A by
publishing the matter in the Swadesh were still
pending in the courts. It expressed surprise
that, though nearly three years had elapsed
·since most of the complaints were filed, they
were still pending. The reason why the Coundl made this comment was that the hearing
of ' the case and the presentation of the arguments on either side before it had become complicated, and even confusing, because several
·of the items in the 'background material' which
were listed for its perusal in the complaint by
the Government were also the subject-matter
of these criminal proceedings. The editor was,
therefore, justified in saying that, in view of
the provision of Section 13(2) of the Press
Council Act, the Council should not take into
.account any matter which was the subject of
.prosecution in the several criminal cases to
·which reference had been made.
Counsels for the Government, while con·ceding this position, found themselves in great
·difficulty in finding out which exactly of the
i tems of the 'background material' were the
subject-matter of the proceedings in the cd.minal courts. This had unnecessarily prolonged
the inquiry and for this it was the State Govern.ment which was wholly to blame. Though
,the complaint referred to two prosecutions
·as having been launched before the filing of
the complaint, the fact was that there were
three, including the one filed on July 19, 1969.
Besides, the Government had given no indications that several of the items of the 'back.ground material' were the subject of even the
,two criminal cases to which reference had been.made by it in its complaint.
MISLEADING DECLARATIONS
The Council was constrained to say that the
,declarations by the Government in its com,plaint were misleading. One criminal case
was filed on November 8, 1969, and another on
,January 13, 1970, and yet it never intimated
to the Council the launching of these prosecutions, which related to some of the other items
·of the 'background material'. It was only
.after the editor had drawn the Council's attention to the pendency of these proceedings and
.after questioning by the Council that the Go.ernment filed copies of the pending co:nplaints.
'THE P.C.I. REVIEW

Not merely these five, but the Government filed
another complaint, which it said it had withdrawn. The Council observed that this was
not the respect which the Government should
attach to the formal declarations it made
to the Council before which it filed its complaints. It hoped that these observations
would serve as a warning to other parties in
their conduct of complaints before it in future.
COMBINED HEARING
The meeting of the Inquiry Committee to
hear the State Government's complaint was
fixed for October 4, 1971. The Committee
considered that, having regard to the interrelation between the complaint by the Government under Section 13 against the newspaper,
then listed for inquiry before it, and the complaint against the Government under Section
12 for withdrawal of advertisement from the
same paper allegedly for improper motives,
which was listed for hearing before the Council
for the next day, the two should be heard together. Therefore, the Committee, with the
consent of both the parties, posted the complaint under Section 13 of the Act for hearing
and adjudication before the Council without
recording any findings or making any recommendations.
The Council, accordingly, took up for
consideration both the complaints under
Sections 13 and 12. When the complaint
under Section 13 was taken up, the editol;
appeared along with his counsel, Mr. N.M.
Ghatate, while the Government of Madhya
Pradesh appeared through its cOllilsel, Mr.
Brijbaus Kishore, assisted by Mr. R. P. Kapur,
an Advocate, and Mr. R. K. Mishra, P.R.O.
of the State, and others. The editor, Mr.

ENQUIRY INTO BOTH
COMPLAINTS
TAKEN UP TOGETHER
M. C. Bajpai, stated that the subject-matter
of the complaint, particularly in relation to
the 'background material, was the subject
of a number of criminal proceedings against
him and raised an objection to the hearing on
the ground that the Council was precluded by
Section 13(2) from inquiring into the matter.
When this objection was raised, counsel
for the Government was not immediately in
a position to specify the articles which were the
subject of the complaint before the criminal
courts and wanted time to do so. He was
told by the Council that he should file a statement within a fortnight about the pending
cases, and set out the articles which were the
subject of the complaint before the courts.
On November 17, 1971, the Director of Information forwarded to the Council the text
of the five complaints pending before the First
Class Magistrate, Indore.
The next meeting of the Council to consider
the complaint was held on January 14, 1972.
The State Government had, in response to
the direction of the Council, sent a very large
number of clippings in Hindi which were the
subject of the complaint in the criminal cases
before the First Class Magistrate. From these
the Council was unable to pick out the matter~
published by the newspaper which were not
the subject of proceedings in the courts, but
which were the subject of the complaint before the Council. In view of this, counsel for
the State Government was asked to furnish an
English rendering of the objectionable passages

in the news-items published in the Swadesll
during June and July, 1969, which were not
the subject of complaints pending in the courts
against the paper. The editor was also directed to do likewise. The hearing of the complaint was adjourned for this being complied
with.
The next meeting of the Council at which
the complaint was taken up took place on
April 15, 1972, when the hearing concluded.
Mr. Kishore, counsel for the Government,
took the Council through the various newsitems which were published by the newspaper
between August 23 and 27 and submitted that
the reports were exaggerated and apt to disturb the relations between the Hindus a nd
Muslims of the area . As stated earlier, these
items were in relation to incidents at Mhow,
where there had been some communal rioting
at the time.
NO SERIOUS OBJECTION
The Council considered the material placed
before it but was not satisfied that there was
anything in the news-reporting to which serious
objection could be taken. The fact was that
even counsel for the Government was not
really serious about the matter published in
the paper between August 23 and 27 which was
the subject-matter of the complaint. He,
therefore, relied on what was compendiously
termed as the 'background material' appearing in the newspaper in June and July 1969.
There were several items there which were not
the Subject for consideration by the criminal
courts in the cases pending before them to
which the Council's attention was drawn by
counsel for the Government, but there was
only one which the Council considered as
deserving of being noticed. This was the
article appearing in the paper in its issues of
July 6 and 7, 1969, and was headed 'Solution of So-Called Communal Problem'. It
was admitted that this was not the subjectmatter of the complaint in any of the criminal
cases. The following extracts from this article
would be sufficient to show the real nature of
the article .
, ... . ........ the conclusion will be irresis table that this Hindu-Muslim problem is
not a communal problem, but rather an everlasting conflict between national and antinational elements.
Muslims
came into
this country as invaders and ruled over some
parts of it as conquerors. Unfortunately,
this feeling (of being conquerors) still dominates their thinking. Their antipathy is not
merely political, it is more ,undamentally
cultural and national. In fact ift was and still
continues to be so deep-seated and intense
that they (Muslims) have remained inveterate
foes of our national heritage. If we worship .
in the temples, they condemn it as idol-worship.
It is their firm belief that destruction of all
such idol-worshippers and 'kafirs' (those who
do not have faith in the Prophet and his
Quaran) and their places of worship is an act
of piety. While we worship the cow, they
derive special satisfaction from killing it and
eating its flesh. If we honour our women as
mothers, they feel gratified by raping them.
They regard this holy land of ours as Dar-ula-Harab and dream of turning it into a Darul-aIslam'.
UNQUOTED PORTION WORSE
In relation to this matter, the editor sent a
communication dated December 27, 1971,
to the Council, submitting that the passage
extracted by the Government was torn out of
(Continued on Page 7 Column 1)
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NO SERIOUS OBJECTION COULD BE TAI{EN TO ARTICLES IN PIPER
(Continued from Page 6 Colllmn 3)

dated May 24, 1971, nearly a year after these
were invited. The Government raised the
following two points :

with the original in Hindi . For his part,
the editor submitted the articles which, according to him, had incensed the Govermnent'lnd:
led to the stoppage of adver tisements.
'

context, and that if the full text of the articles
which appeared in his paper was read it would
show that the article was not anti-Muslim at
(i) The newspaper had shown lack of
all and was not calculated to disrupt communal
At the next meeting of the Council on.
restraint and indulged in provocative
harmony. The Council considered not merely
writings calculated to encourage com- October 5, 1971, the main point urged by the
the portion extracted but the article in its
munal feelings and anti-social tenden- complainant was that the withdrawal of adverentirety which appeared in the two issues of
cies. For this reason, the Govern- tisements ' had ' nothing to do with the reports.
the paper. It considered that the rest of the
ment had, by an order dated July 9, in his paper of incidents which took place in
article beyond the extracts relied upon by the
1969, stopped the publication of the connection with the riots at Indore in June
Government was even worse than what had
paper for a month under the M.P. 1969 and were 'really motivated by the com-'
been quoted. It was, therefore, not correct
ments which the paper had made about thePublic Security Act.
to suggest that the Government had deliberately
acts of omission and commission of the Gov(ii) The Government denied that they ernment'. Of course, this was vehemently'
extracted certain portions of the article, leaving
withdrew advertisements from the paper denied by counsel for the Government.
aside other portions which qualified the pasbecause it had criticised its acts or
sages extracted.
policies. On the other hand, it asTAPERING OFF OF ADS
If this article had ' been the subject-matter
serted that it respected freedom of
of the complaint by the Government, the
expression but that, as the paper inIn view, however, of the stands taken and'
Council would have taken a serious view
dulged in writings calculated to gene- the contentions made before it, the Council'
of the editor's conduct for indulging in this
rate iII-feelings between different com- considered it essential to ascertain whether
type of writing. However, it did not feel it
munities, it withheld advertisements there was a tapering off of advertisements to '
proper to do so for the reason that it formed
and stated that it was justified in doing the paper from April 1969 onwards, as now
part merely of what was termed 'background
so. In support of the contentions contended by the editor, or whether, as urged,
material' and the Government had itself cateraised, the Government relied on the by the Government, there was a sudden stop-'
gorically stated that this was not the subjectviews expressed by the Press Com- page in July in consequence of ' the news-matter of its complaint. It had stated that it
mission on the question of Govern- reports appearing inthe paper about.fhe Indore
had been merely placed before the Council in
ment advertisements to newspapers.
riots in June. Counsel for the Government
order to show the manner in which the editor
undertook to inform the Council within a
was viewing the communal problem. Its
fortnight from the date of the hearing thecomplaint under Section 13 was really against
COMMUNAL WRITINGS
quantum of advertisements issued by ,' thee
the articles and news-items which appeared in,
, Government to the Swadesh between January
the paper between August 23 and 27, 1969,
When the complaint was placed before the to July. , The editor , also undertook to·
and these, the Council had already stated, Council for inquiry at a meeting held on June
were not such that serious objection could be 20, 1971, the Government was represented by file a similar statement in support of the posi-taken to them. In ,view of this, the Council Mr. Kishore, while the editor was present iIi tion that the Government had decided to stop'
merely accepted the complaint and expressed person. The complainant maintained that the advertisements to his paper even before theriots took place in Indore.
its displeasure at the article.
respondent Government had stopped advertisements to his paper because it was annoyed by
The statement furnished to ,the Council bythe editor on November 13, 1971, showed'
COUNTER-COMPLAINT
that there was a ,sharp fall in,the amounts paid
to the paper for advertisements l;wthe Govern-·
In his counter-complaint, the editor of the
ment from and after April 1969, which went
Swadesh characterised the action of the State
down to Rs. 14 in July,that year. ' The editor
Government in withholding advertisements to
submitted that these figliresleft no room ,for
his paper as 'arbitrary and malafide and a
doubt that the Government' had stopped ad~ 
deliberate attempt on its part to coerce the
vertisements to the Swadeshonly for political:
paper to give up its fearless and independent
reasons.
.'.' ;,
policy, an action calculated to stifle the freedom
of expression of the paper.' In its comments,
The statement by the GoveJ,'nment furnished '
the Gov~rnment alleged that the paper showed
to the Council a few dayS-later showed the
'lack of restraint and indulged in provocative the criticism appearing in his paper regarding number of advertisements and the dates of '
the miserable failure of the administration in
writings\
dealing with the Indore riots. On the other issues of the paper in which they appeared.
After hearing the arguments of both sides hand, the Government stated that it was done It, however, gave no indication as ' to theand perusing the published matter placed be- because the paper had been indulging in objec- amount involved in the advertisements released
fore it, criticising the actions and policies of tionable communal writings and spreading ill- on the several dates. 'The editor's statement
the ,Government, the Council pronounced that will and hatred between the members of diffe- was forwarded to the Government with the request for checking upthe figures and informing~
the editor had "not been able to establish that rent communities .
the Council if they required anycoirection.
the Government's action in withdrawing adAfter hearing the parties for some time,
vert!semen.ts was. viti3;ted by the improper the Council directed that the Government
motive of mterfenng wIth the paper's editorial should furnish to it an English rendering of
INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION
policy".
such news-items and comments in the Swadesh
Before the next hearing on January 15,.
The , editor stated that the Swadesh was as were, in the opinion of the Government,
getting Government advertisements till July
objectionable and, according to it, formed the 1972, the Government furnished to the Council:
8, 1969, when the publication of the paper wa~ basis of the action they took against the paper. its comments on the figures supplied ' by the
editor and the amounts paid for /ldyertisements
stopped by an order passed by the Government
At this hearing, the editor filed a statement
under Section 12 of the M.P. Public Security setting out arguments on his complaint. released to the paper from March 1968 to July
Act. When the paper resumed publica- He stated that no court had found him guilty 1969. The Government stated that it would
tion at the end of a month on August 9, it found and the Government had no right to not be possible for it to calculate exactly the
that the Government advertisements, which assume to itself the right to decide about revenue which accrued to the paper ' from
used to be released to it, were suddenly stopped. the journalistic propriety of the articles with- Government advertisements, but the figures,
He complained that no communication was out an adjudication by an independent tribunal. given showed a sharp decline after May 1969.
sent to the paper either intimating the fact of In support of this, he relied on certain passages
The principal question debated at this
stopping advertisements or giving any reasons from the report of the Press Commission . hearing was as to whether advertisements '
therefor. He contended that this was a tbreat Besides, he contended that advertisements were stopped long before the riots at Indore
to the freedom of speech guaranteed by the should not have been stopped without giving and the appearance of news-reports in the
Cons titution.
him notice, advancing reasons for the stoppage paper regarding these riots. As the information
and affording him an oppor tunity to establish provided by the parties was not found
his case.
sufficient for the Council to proceed to record
LACK OF RESTRAINT
In response to the Council's directions, its findings, a suggestion was made to the GovThe Go vernment took considerable time the Government forwarded on August 23 an erment that the dates of release of adver tisein forwarding its comments on the complaint English rendering of the passages it objected ments, the dates of their publication and the
and it was only after some correspondence to in the news-items published in the paper
(Continued on Page 8 C~lumn 1)
that it furnis hed them in a communication during the month of June and July 1969, along
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NOTICE OF ADVERTISEMENT WITHDRAWAL
(Co ntinued from Page 7 Column 3)

amounts perta ining to the advertisements released to the paper should be filed before tht!
Council. Both the parties undertook to file
these statements to enable the Counci l to reach
its conclusions.

LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS
In the second week of February 1912, the
editor filed before the Council a list of advert isements received by and published in the paper

during the period from January to July 1969.
In substance, it was the same as had boon supplied earlier. but it was accompanied by an annc)!;ure which sel out the number and the order

in which adve rtisements were released, the
dates of publication, the space occupied by
advertisements lind the amount received by
the paper. Theso details corroborated the
figures given by tho editor in his statement
filed earlier. In the last week of February,
tho Governmenl filed copies of :I statement
rogardiog tho dates of release of advertisemen ts the dates of publication thereof and the
amotIDts involved in each adve rtisement.
At the next meeting of the Council held 00
April 15 a nd 16, 1972, Mr. Ghatate, counsel
for the editor, submitted that notice to 'show
c.ause' why advertisements should not be
stopped waS a 1~1 !e(luisile bas~ o n the principlesof natural Justlce,and that, In the absence
of such a !lOtico, the o rder of the Government
discontinuing advertisements mus t be condemned by the Council as an illegal act. He also
urged that no objectio n could be taken 10 the
news-reports in the paper beeause they were
merely statements of incidents which had
occurred, and the circumstance that it happened to highlight the acts of members of the
minority community was merely beCause of
tbeir mainl y taking part in these activities.
As regards Ihe articles in the paper to which
exception had been taken on the groun~ o f
their being apt to whip up communal pasSIOns,
Mr. Ghata te's sub missio n was that most of
them from June o nwards were thl;) su bject of
as many as live prosecut ions in the cour~s of
Magistrates at Indore. These prosecutlons,
he said, were s till pending and the Government was not justified in proceeding again stand
punishing it by withdrawing advertisements
until the courts had pronounced on the propriety or otherwise of these wri ti ngs. Referring to the adver tisements released to the paper
from March-April onwards, compared to
those it was gelling prior to that, counsel
submitted that the only inference possible
from thcse figures was that the Government
was politically motivated and wanted to suppress Ihe paper because its comments were not
palatllble to it because they highlighted Ihe
shortcomings of the administration.
PAYMENTS TO PAPER

Mr. Kishore, making his submissions on
behalf of the Goverrunent, said that advertisements to the paper were SlOPped only after
July 1969 and this was in consequence of the
news-items and articles appearing after the
communal r io ts at Indore, which occurred
in the first wee1c of Ju ne 1969. The Counci l
pointed out that this submission was not borne
out by t he statistics furnished to the Council
about th e amo unts paid for the advertisements
r eleased 10 the paper from January to J uly 1969 .
These showed tila!, whereas in Ja nuary, Februrary and March the amounts paid to the
paper were R s. 2,488, Rs. 1,740 and Rs. 2,168
respectively, there was a sudden fall fo Rs. 371
in Apri l 1969. The amount was Rs.333 in
June . nd came down to Rs. 14 in J uly. The
number of orders issued to the paJ)t'r regardTHE P.C,I. REVIEW

iog advertisements also showed a similar trend.
Whereas 26, 22 and 29 orders for advertisements were placed with the paper in January,
February and March J969 respectively, thei r
number dropped to 6 in April; it was the same
number in June, while in July it came down
10 I.
In this connection, Mr. Kishore sought to
place some reliance on advertisements ordered
by civi l courts as showing thai the Gover nment did not enlirely CUt off advertisemen ts.
The Council, however, considered this submiss ion to be without substance because civll
Courts were not under the control of the Government in the matter of giving advertisements,
and these were released on the basis of factors
which did not coincide with those on which
the Government acted. Therefore, the submission that advertisements were withdrawn
because of the news-reports and articles appearing in the paper abou t the Indore r iots in June
1969 did not seem to be well-founded. Even
i n the complaint the editor had referr ed to
JLlly 8, 1969, as the date on which advertisement were withdrawn.

its journalistic impropriety in publishing news and comments about the
Indore riots of JLl ne 1969 and thereafter, and
(3) Wbether the order was politically
motivated in that it was really because
of the annoyance caused by the paper
highlighting the shoncomings of th e
Government and not because of the
a lleged impropriety committed by it.

NO LAW REQUIRES PRIOR NOTICE

NOT A PRE-REQUISITE
T he Council noted that two members of
the Press Commission had no doubt expressed
an opinion that newspt'.pers should, on request
be informed of the reasons for the wi thhold:
ing of advertisements, but o\'en they did not
consider that the issue of a notice to 'show
~use' Wi'.s a pre-requisite for a vtdid decision
to withdraw advertisements from a paper.
Nor was the argument of Mr. Ghatate sustainable on p rinciple. It Wt!S b;o.sie that advertisementscould not bee/aimed as a matter of right.
This was the view expressed by the Press Commission and it had been accepted by the Council
in the Tribul/e case, in which it had said, "There
is no fundamental , or even legal , righ t in newspapers seeking or obtaining advertisements
from either private individuals or from Governments".

Dealing with the content ion of Mr. Ghatate
that the order withdrawing advertiserr:ents
was illegal and void for the reason that no
notice was given to the editor by the Governmen t to do so and beeause no opportunity
was afforded to show cause against such actio n,
Mr. Kishore argued tha~ t here was no law
which required such notice. Even if a notice
were a legal req uirement, he said, the Collector

The Council had, in that case, hcld that,
though advertisements could not be claimed by
papers as a matter of right, still it was improper
of those who provided these adver tisements,
whether they be private individuals or Governments, to use the giving or withholdi ng of
advertisements as a lever to innuence t he editorial pol icy of the paper, and that such action
on the part of ad ver tisers constituted a threat

NOT A LEGAL REQUISITE, . HOLDS COUNCIL
of Indore had drawn the attention of the paper
10 the objecti onable writings in a communication in the middle o f June 1969. He said
that, notwithstanding the warning contained
in this letter, the paper had continued to publish news-items and comments in the same
manner, wilh the result that the Government
had to pass o rders in Jul y 1969 stopping the
publication of the paper for a period of one
month. It was only a t that stage that Go\'ernment adver tisements were completely stopped.
Another submission of Mr. Kishore was
that th is type of communal bias, both as regards
news-reporting and comments, constituted
sufficient justification for the Government to
stop adver tisements. It was in this connecti on that Co unsel drew the attention of the
Council 10 the matter published in the paper
from June onwards right up to August 1969
which had been the subject-matter of discussion during the hearing of the complaint under
Section 13 against the paper. In particular,
he laid stress on the articles published on July
6 and 7 on which reliance had been placed
when dea ling with the complaint under Section 13.
In view of the type of propaganda indulged
in by the paper and thejournalisticimpropcriety
committed by it, Mr. Kishore submitted, there
was no infraction of tbe freedom of t he Press
invo lved in stopping advertisements from this
type of paper.
After hearing the arguments, the Council
felt that the foll owing points requ ire<! consideration:
(I) Whether a notice to a newspaper was a
legal requisite or pre-condition for the
validity or propriety ofa Government
order withdrawing advertisements,
(2) Whether the Government discontinued
aclvertisements to the paper because of
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to the freedom of the Press. Thus, apart
from the abuse of power invo lved in motivated
offer and withdrawal of adVertisements, the
ad vertiser was under no legal obligation to
release adver tisements to any paper.
AN ADMINISTRATIVE MATTER

The act of withdrawing an advertisement or
a decision not torelcase an advertisement was,
t herefore, wholl y an administrative matter and
did not parla1ce of a judicial or quasi-judicial
character. There was no question here of any
legal right of the paper bei ng adversely affected
by the withdrawal of ad vertisements nor was
it correct to spea1c of a paper bei ng " pu nished"
when advertisements to it were discontinued.
Viewed in this light, it would be clear that
the issue of notice would not be a legal requisi te
to sustain the legal validity of an order withdnwing adverlisements. Of course, it would
be preferable if the paper were givcn an opportunity to explain its position before the
Government issued an order witlldrawing adver tisements. J t was quite anothe r thing 10
say that where the Governments did not give
notice, the order mLlS! be held to be an improper
order, as having violated the principles of
natural justice. The rule of natural just ice
that no order affecting legal rights could be
passed without notice to the affected party
was wholly inapplicable to the withdrawal of
advertisements. The point urged before the
Counci l, therefore, that the order of the Government should be held by it 10 be a n improper
order for the re.1S0n that no notice had been
given before action was taken could not be
sustained and must be rejected.
I n the present case, it had been stated by
Mr. Ghatate that the paper followed the line
of policy adopted by the Jana Sangh. If
(Continued on Page 12 Column 1)
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WORST TYPE OF JOURNALISTIC MISCONDUCT BY
~CAMPUS REPORTER'

mean, malicious, malafide, mischievous and
misleading'. They had been hurled at him 'in
order to damage my good name in journalism
- :000:and bring me into disrepute in the public eye'.
Here again, he did not go into or deal with any
of the facts stated in the complaint.
Therefore, the Council had no option but
to proceed with the inquiry on the basis of the
material before it and the respondent was informed of this position by a letter from the
In its issue of April 1, 1972, the Campus Reporter, an English fortnightly of Delhi, had Council dated July 7.
carried a signed article by its Editor, Mr. Suresh Chandra Kbare, under the heading 'Maitreyi
Notices were issued both to the complainPrincipal Sends Sudden Death Warrants to Innocent Students: Many Detained'. This article was ant and the editor to appear before the Inquiry
Committee and place such oral and docuthe subject of a complaint by the Principal of the Maitreyi College, Dr. (Mrs.) Saraswathi Rau.
mentary evidence as they desired before the
In her complaint, Dr. (Mrs.) Rau stated forwarded to the Council along with the com- meeting of the Committee scheduled to be held
that the gravamen of the charge made by Mr. plaint other issues of the Campus Reporter on July 27.
Khare was that she had prevented a number in which attacks had been made on the princiCRIMINAL ALLEGATIONS
of girls of her institution from appearing in pals of various other women's colleges as also
the B.A. (Pass) examination held by the Delhi against a former Vice-Chancellor of the Delhi
. On receipt of this notice, the respondentUniversity from April 1, 1972, and that she University and others .
editor wro.te a letter on July 24, received by
had done so because she wanted to wreak .
.
the Council the next day, stating
private vengeance on them for acts presumably
RESPONDENT'S OBJECTIONS
(1) that, as the complainant had alleged
unconnected with the examination.
that she had been defamed, she should
In a written statement, in reply to the showElaborating her complaint, Dr. (Mrs.)
go only to a criminal court and that
Rau stated that she had been rung up by Mr. cause notice, the respondent, Mr. Khare said
~he .Cou!1ciI was not competent to
Khare on March 27, at about 9 P.M. at her that , in his view, the Council had jurisdiction
mqUire mto her complaint which
residence, when he peremptorily demanded only to entertain and examine complaints
sh~uld, on this ground, be' rejected
that a certain girl, whose name he mentioned and pronounce its views only on professional
(thiS was merely a repetition of a plea
and to whom he referred as his 'adopted sister' , misconduct or breach of journalistic ethics, but
raised by him earlier),
should be sent up for the B.A . examination that where a complainant made grave criminal
(2) th.a t, if t.he <;ouncil decided to go on
even though she did not satisfy the require- allegations, such as the one made in the preWith ~hemqUlry, the complainant should
ments of the university rules, which laid down sent complaint, it was beyond the competence
prOVide and produce affidavits, docuthe minimum requirement for attendance which of the Council. He, therefore, contended that
the
only
forum
for
dealing
with
complaints
of
ments and a list of witnesses which
this pupil did not fulfil. Mrs. Rau further
must all be forwarded to him before
stated that she had told Mr. Khare that, while this type were courts of criminal jurisdiction
and
not
the
Press
Council.
On
this
ground,
any inquiry could start,
the girl was not eligible to appear according
that
the
complaint
should
be
he
submitted
t o the rules as they stood, she had not closed
(3) that the notice under Regulation 10
the matter and was still considering it. When rejected outright and the complainant advised
which called upon him to adduce such
to
go
to
a
proper
court
of
law.
this position was explained to him, Me. Khare
evidence, oral or documentary, and
was reported to have said, 'I shall publish many
Strangely enough, the editor ' assured the
make such oral submissions as he deemthings against you in my paper unless you give Council that he had full faith and trust in the
ed . necessary in support of his case
me an undertaking /lOW that the girl will be Council to guard the privileges of journalists,
had ignored his basic demand that
permitted to appear this time.'
who had fought a long and difficult battle for
th.e complainant should file a list of
its
formation
.
In
view
of
this,
he
said
he
would
Witnesses, documents and affidavits
NO SUBMISSION TO BLACK-MAIL
co-operate with the Council in the quick disbefore he could be called upon to
Mrs . Rau added that she then told him, posal of the complaint according to the letter
offer his defence,
' Mr. Khare, this amounts to blackmail and I and spirit of the procedures and judicial princi(4) that the Council should not act on a
will not submit to it. If you wish to put any- ples. He proceeded to characterise the commere complaint and begin a trial withthing in your paper, you may go ahead and plaint as consisting of 'wild lies, false allegaout ~he complainant submitting lists
do so, but any untoward consequences of such tions and vile, pernicious vituperation' and subof Witnesses, documents and affidavits,
action will be your responsibility. I cannot mitted that the procedure of the Council in
and
give you any undertaking at present, except having issued a notice to the respondent with(5) that, by reason of his being called upon
that the girl will not be precluded from appear- out a preliminary inquiry as to whether or
to answer the complaint, it appeared
ing at the examination if, in accordance with the not a prima f acie case had been disclosed by
to him that the Council had already
existing rules, relaxed to the extent possible, the complaint was neither judicious (sic) o r
she may be permitted to appear'. Me. Khare legal.
made up its mind and, therefore, he
A STRANGE DEMAND
felt he 'need not bother about defendwas reported to have replied, 'You will regret
ing himself against fiction, bald and
having disregarded my wishes in the matter',
Therefore, he wanted the Council to call
a nd before he could continue, Mrs. Rau stated,
blatant lies, hoax and malafide complaints',
she cut him off by hanging up the receiver. upon the complainant to produce a list of witShe added that a few days later she got by post nesses and documents, which he himself gave,
While the complainant attended the hearing
a copy of the Campus Reporter carrying an and concluded by saying that the Council should by the Inquiry Committee and brought along
a rticle on its last page marked in red pencil, fix the time, date and place for the inquiry and with her the head-clerk of the college, Mr. B.S.
which she had submitted to the Press Council summon the witnesses . He further said that he Makhija, who maintained the attendance rewould consider it a privilege and bounden duty ~isters, the respondent did not appear either
a long with her complaint.
Dealing with the article in detail, the com- to appear in person at such hearings. He wan- III person or through any representative.
plainant stated that she particularly objected ted to be supplied with the particulars of the
NO RULE VIOLATED
personnel of the Inquiry Committee of the
to the following sentences:
Council 'for his satisfaction'.
Before
proceeding to deal with the com(1) 'I found that the attendance record is
As beyond characterising the complaint plaint and the evidence adduced at the inquiry,
not properly maintained and even clerks can
make suitable changes on monetary or material as false, malicious and vituperative, the res- the Council considered it necessary to deal
considerations. It is said to be within the pondent had not dealt with any of the facts with the objection raised by the respondentknowledge of Mrs . Rau or have been done with stated by the complainant, the Council office editor regarding the issue of notice to him
wrote to him a letter on June 15,1972, followed without a preliminary inquiry. The regulations,
her conniva nce'.
by a reminder on June 27, asking whether he of which a copy had been forwarded to the
(2) 'It is for such acts that she has been would file a written statement dealing with the respondent, clearly laid down that on receipt
driven out from various places, last time from facts. The Council got a very strange reply, of a complaint, which was not regarded frivothe Janki Devi Mahavidyalaya'.
asking why it did not consider his statement, lous, notice was to be served on the editor
The first sentence, she stated, was 'wholly summarised earlier, as a written statement, calling on him to offer his comments on the
irresponsible' and 'a very improper allegation'. adding 'was it an unwritten statement then'. allegations made. In the case before the
As regards the second, she said that it was He co ~cluded by saying that the statement of Council, there was no question of the Council
'a blatant lie and could not even have been the complainant was 'a pack of lies and charac(Continued on Page 10 Column 1)
believed by Mr. Khare to be true'. She also terised her allegations as bogus, totally false,
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(C ont intl ed [rolll Page 9 Colum n l)

having already made up its mind on the allegations and, therefore, the issue of a notice
on the filing of a ca mplai ll! was not violative
of any rul e of natural justice or of the procedure which was required to be followed by a
body dealing with matters in a quasi-judicial
manner. It was open to the editor or respondent to challenge the facts by setting out his
own versio n without merely hurling words of
abuse al the compiainanl for filing the complaint and a t Ihe Council for issuing a I\(ltice.
There was another objectio n based upon
non-compliance with a regulation requir ing a
complainant 10 draw the attention orlhe editor
to the journalistic impropriety before filing a
complaint_
As rc,ard thIS, the Council
thought it sufficient to point out that the
complainant herself had referred to this requirement and had given cogent r easons why she
h ad filed the complaint without informing the
editor in the first ins tanC4l. Under the rcgulat ion, the Chairman was vested with autho rity
to waive compliance with t his requirement
and, in tho present case, there were enough
circumstances to justify such a waiver. I n
view of the atti tude assumed by the respondenteditor on the iss ue of notice, it was clear that
prior intimation to the respondent would have
been merely an idle formality.
The Council then dealt with the evideocc
placed before it by the complai nant, Dr. (Mrs.)
Rau. During the hearing, tbe complainant
had affirmed the truth of the telephone conversation about which she had made a mentio n
in her complaint. In the abusive 'written
statement' which the respondent-edilor filed,
he had not specifically challenged t he correctness of this conYCl'Sation referred to in great
detail in the complaint. The nex t matter dealt
with by her was about tho charge made against
her by the editor of the Campus Reporter about
sending 'a death warrant' in his article. The
complai nant had filed a copy of the ordinance
of the university about t he requirement of a
particular perC4lntage of attendance berore a
pupil could be sent up ror examination.

OF

PEOPLE

lorial5 during the academic year 1971-72 and
who h1d not fulfilled the requirement of minimum attendance even after taking inlo account
their attendance during the first and second
years of the B.A. (Pan ) course as well as other
factors. The Jist addod an eighth name, which
was stated as being still under consideration.
O n March ]0, she had a discussion with the
Dean of Colleges and, as a result, a relaxation
was made a nd all theseven wore declared eligible
and were accordingly sent up in the list of
March 30. The eighth girl, whose case was
stated to be under consideration in the letter to
the unive rsity or March 28f291 was also cleared
and sent up ror the examination, and thus no
pupil was detained by the college for want of
attendance. She had, thererore, submitted
that the charge that the girls were being
detained because of 'personal vengeance' made
in the article complained agai nst was false
and malicious and had boon made merely
with a view to defaming her.

MAINTENANCE OF REGISTERS
The second matter brought ou~ in the evidence was in respect of the manne r in which
t he attendance registers were beinS maintained.
In the article complained agai nst, it had been
stated that tllese were on loose leaves and that,
therefore, they were liable to be manipulated
by the office staff. It was also suggested that
the Principal herselr had knowledge or, and
connived ai, this ma nipulatio n.
Dr. (Mrs.) Rau had produced before the
Inquiry Committee the loose-lear attendance
registers maintained by the head clerk aoo pointed out that the entries therein were made out of
bound attendaocc regis ters which each lecturer

The reply to this letter, produced by the
complainant in original, said, 'J have received
your letter of resignation wit h deep regret,
particularly because 1 was the main sponsorer
of your candidature for the post of Principal
of the Mahavidyalaya. t, however, do hereby
accept your resignation, because I have never
allowed any personal Of college interests to
stand in the way of anyone's progress',

A FALSE ALLEGATION
Finally, there was a letter dated October 16,
1968, in which Dr. (M rs.) Rau had informed
Mr. Sri Krishna that she was requirod to joi n
the Maitreyi Collcgeas soon aspossible,adding,
'I accept your assuta!lCCl that you will persuade
tnc Governing Body to waive the required throo
months' notice. I shall be graterul to be

WITH AIM OF BLACK-MAILING THEM

kept, in which she recorded t he attendance or
pupils then and there at each class. I n other
words, the loose-leaf register was merely a
copy prepared by the head elerk ror easy reference rrom the several bound attendance
registers kept by each lecturer/tutor in regard
WARNING TO PARENTS
to the classes which each took. The bound
attendance registers kept by the lecturers we re
The complainant had produced before the produced before the Committee for its examiCouncil copies of letters addressed to the nation. These were the primary record rrom
parents/guardians or pupils who had, till the which the loose-leaf attendance registers we re
date of the letter, faUen short of the requisi te compiled. T his system of a register in loose
minimum attendance, and asking them leaves, according to Dr. (Mrs.) Rau, had origi(parents/guardians) to see that their children! nally been maintained in the college, but she
wards were ins tructed to attend classes said that with effect from the year 1971·72
regularly so that they might make up the requi- even the attendance registers maintained by the
site minimum attendance required ror bemg head clerk were in bound books.
sent up ror examination. There were two
The Council, therefore, considered the allesuch warnill.$S, tho firs t in October 1971 and
the second In February 1972. In both these gation by the rospondent-cditor that attenwarnings, the names or eight pupils who had dance registers were manipulated as wholly
ralle n short or attendance appeared. Of course, without substance and, having regard to his
there were quite a largo number or others, but acquaintance with the college and its Working,
evidently they had made up the shortage io could not have been believed by him to be true
attendance by being regular later and so and had been put in the article to traduce the
satisfied the requirement of the university as Principal, againsl whom obviously he had
a private grievance. This alone could explain
regards the minimum attendance.
the rererence in the article to the insi nuatio n
I n view of th is, the reference in the article that the Principal must have boon in lhe know
to the ... . . .. . 'sudden, surprise death warrants of the irregularity and had connived at it.
to innocent , talented and honest students ,
informing them (It the lasl moment that they
JANKl DE VI MAHAVIDVALA VA
were being detained and would no t be allowed
to take their examinations on the fictitioll'>
The next a llegation to wh ieh exceptio n was
ground or as such shortage of attendance' taken by the complainant and regarding which
was not in accordance with racts and was Dr. (Mrs.) Rau had given evidence were the
improper.
circumstances in which she had left the l anki
Mrs. Rau had stated that on March UI-29. Devi Mahavidyalaya, or which s he was the
1972 (the examinations were commencing on Principal. In her complaint, sho had stated,
April 1) she had rorwarded to the Controller of 'I myself tendered my reSignation from the
Examinationsof the University a list of names Janki Devi Maluwidyalaya, as 1 relt that
of seven studel)ts who h...'\d failed to put in the tho chairman of that private institution was
requisite attendal)CC at the lectures/prctep- encroaching on my powers as Principal. Im-
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mediately on handing over my resignation.
leiter, 1 joined my present institution (Maitrey
College) without a break in servicc'.
The complainant had briefly refe rred to
the difference of opinion between herself and
the chairman, but what wa~ rel eva nt wa~
whether she had been 'driven out or that college' ror reasons stated inthc article.
In regard to this, Dr. (Mrs.) Rau had pro·
duced a copy of her letter dated September
28, 1968, tendering her resignation rrom the
post of Principal of the Janki Devi Mahavidya_
laya. This leller was addres~ed to Mr. Sri
Kri~hna. Chainnan of the Governing Body
o r the Mahavidyalaya. In this leiter, she had
said, 'I have been olTered the post of Principal
at the Maitreyi College. 1, thererore, wish to
resign my post as Principal of the Janki Devi
Mahavidyalaya. 1 should be grateful ir you
would kindly make arrangements to relieve
me as soon as possi ble.'

10

relieved on Friday, October 18, 1968, in the
afternoon.' She had explained that the Vicc_
Chancellor had spoken to her and required
her to join the Maitreyi College immediately
and that was the reason why a eopy of this
letter dated October 16 had been rorwardod
to the Vico-Chancellor. She had been relieved on the date she had specified a nd joined
the Mait reyi College immediately. The complainant was, therefore, correct in saying that
the allegation by the respOndent in his paper
that she had been forced to quit the Jankl Devi
Mahavldyalaya was false and had been deliberately made to bring down the reputation
of the complainant.
I n view of the conclusions already reached
on the main points of conlrovers:y, the Couneil
did think it necessary to examll\e the other
arlicles which had been placed berore it by
the complainant to show that the respondenteditor had been habilUally Vilifying people
possibly with a view to black-mailing them.
The Council was clearly of the opinion
that the charges made against tile complainant
by the editor were not true and were proved to
be incorrect by the evidence o f the complainant
and the documents that she had produced.
As the respondent had made these a llegations
deliberately, and particularly in the light of
t he telephonic conversation betwcen the complai nant and him, which had been affirmed
in evidence by the complai nant but which the
respondent had not in terms referred to o r
dealt with inhis wrilten statement, the Couneil
was satisfied that the article complained of
was "in the nature of a black-mail intended to
threaten the complainant into submissiOll to
his dictates and is the worst type or journalistic impropriety and misconduct'. I n the circumstances, it felt that nothing short of censure would meet tne needs or the situation.
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'JT WAS WITHIN DISCRETION OF EDITOR TO CUT SHORT LETTER'
--0--

Tea Planters' Complaint
Against
Express' Rejected
The Secretary of the United Planters'
Association of Southern India made a complaint against the Indian Express of Madurai
for publishing in its issue of January 17, 1972,
an editorial entitled 'The Cup That Cheers'
which made a reference to the state of the tea
industry. The comment, it was alleged, amounted to saying that the industry had 'not done
what it ought to have to step up production'.
The United Planters' Association, whose
members included tea planters, objected to
this editorial on the ground that the comments
were unfair and based on factual errors. They
considered that the article had 'done considerable damage to the industry in the eyes of
the people'.
OMISSIONS 'CRUCIAL'
The Association sent a letter to the editor
()f the Indian Express dealing with points on
which they thought, the comments were factually in'correct. This letter was publi~hed in .the
issue of the paper on January 24. While publIshing the letter, however, the editor omitted fo~r
portions of it, which, according ~o the compl.alnant were crucial for understandmg the pOSItion
()f the industry. The publication of their letter
in this form led to the filing of this complaint
()n the ground that a truncated version
<>f the letter, which removed a relevent and
meaningful rebuttal of the editorial, 'violated
journalistic ethics'. The complainant, however,
titated that the full text of the letter was published in the Delhi edition of the Indian Express
after a gap of nearly thr.ee weeks from the time
the ' truncated letter' was carried in the Madurai
edition of the paper. He further po i n~e~ out that
t his was published after the ASSOCiation had
complained to the Council on February 4.
In response to the show-cause notice, the
Editor-in-Chief of the Indian Express filed a
written statement in which he stated that it was
not the intention of the paper to damage the
industry in any manner in t!Ie eye~ ofthe p.ubl!c.
He said that the facts mentIoned III the editonal
were based on published news-reports and
gave the sources from which they were taken.
He asserted that the factual data and other
material were taken from proper sources and
that the comments were made bonafide in the
interests of the industry, and not with any
malice to bring the industry to disrepute.
TRUNCATED VERSION
In regard to the main charge about the
failure of the paper to publish the letter of
the Association in full, carrying instead a
'truncated' version, leaving out certain portions,
the respondent-editor submitted that on the
same date on which the complainant's letter
was published, the paper had also published
another letter from the Secretary of another
Planters' Association in which the poiJ?ts
omitted in the first letter had been dealt WIth
more elaborately, giving fact.s and fig1!Ies . to
rebut the points made. out m the. edl tonal.
In view of this, the editor stat~d, It was .not
thought necessary to include III tJ:te Um~ed
Planters' Association's letter the portIOns whICh
had been dealt with more fully in the other
letter published alongside it. The editor stated,
• . . . . . . . . . . . . by publishing the two l~tters
together, our editorial staff at Ma~ural f~lt
that they were only giving them their due m
presenting their case against the points made
out in our editorial'.
When this written statement was forwarded
JANUARY 1973
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to the complainant, he made certain other
comments not relevant to the complaint under
consideration. He made a reference to a
letter which they had forwarded to the editor
long before and which, he alleged, had not

been published. In regard to this, it had been
stated by the respondent that the letter had
never been received. In view of this, the
Council did not consider it necessary to refer
to the other points mentioned in the replication of the complainant.
The controversy before the Council stood
narrowed down to the question as to whether
an editor acted properly when he omitted a
portion of a correspondent's letter sent to him
for publication when the matter contained
in the deleted portion was to be found in another letter in the correspondence column of
his paper on the same day. In view of this
very narrow question arising before the Council, it was not considered necessary to examine
the larger question as to the circumstances in
which an editor would be justified in deleting
portions of a letter and publishing the rest without referring to, and obtaining the consent of,
the writer.
RESPONDENT-EDITOR RIGHT
So far as the portion of the United Planters'
Association's letter which was omitted from
the text published on January 24 was concerned, the Council had examined the letter of the
other organisation, namely the Kanan Devan
Planters' Association, Madupatti, Kerala,
which was published alongside the complainant's letter on the same date. It was found
that the respondent-editor was right in saying
that the points dealt with in the deleted portions were dealt with even more fully in the
other letter which they had published on the
same date, viz. January 24. It might be pointed
out that these letters appeared under the heading 'The Cup that Cheers', which was the title
of the editorial, so that there would be no
difficulty for the readers in finding out the
subject of the letters.
The rationale behind the rule that, unless
expressly warned, there should normally
be no deletion in the publication of a correspondent's letter to the editor without his
consent was to ensure that in the publication of a letter there was no distortion of the
views put forward by the correspondent and
that parts which might constitute the reason. ing underlying the letter should not be omitted, as this might deprive the comment or
contradiction contained in it of value. It
would be apparent that when the omitted
portion of one letter was, if anything, .elaborated in another which was published at the
same time, there could be no room for a complaint of this type. The Council was, therefore, clearly of the opinion that in the circumstances the editor did not fail in his
duty or exercised his discretion improperly
in omitting certain portions while publishing the complainant's letter to the editor.

OFFENSIVE ARTICLE'S I
REPRODUCTION
--0--

Editor Accepts Lapse &
Tenders Apology
The Secretary to the Government of
Mysore's Home Department, in a complaint,
drew the attention of the Council to an article
published in the Caravan, an Urdu weekly of
Bangalore, on October 3, 1972, under the
caption 'No House is Given on Rent to Any
Muslim in a Hindu Locality of Delhi, Capital
of Bharat'.
In view of the course which the proceedings
before it took, the Council did not consider
it necessary to set out the gist of the offending
article. Two months before filing the complaint in March 1972, the Commissioner of
Police, Bangalore City, had writ en to the editor
about the objectionable nature of this article.
In reply thereto, the editor, while defending his
article on merits, submitted that he had merely
republished what had appeared in another
newspaper and assured the Commissioner that
he had no intention of offending Hindu sentiments. He added that if the article, which
was copied verbatim from another paper, was
considered objectionable, he expressed his
regret over it. Not satisfied with the reply,
the Commissioner filed this eomplaint.
REGRETS EXPRESSED
On receipt of the complaint, a show-cause
notice was issued to the editor. In the written
statement which he filed before the Council,
the editor stated . ... "we now realise that we
ought not to have reproduced the article ~nder
question ...... we, therefore, express our smcere
regrets over the publication and assure you that
we will avoid such publications in future.
Our apology may kindly be accepted and the
matter closed. We are prepared to carry out
any directions given by the august Press Council in this connection."
The State Government thereafter wrote to
the Council to say that it would have no objection to the editor's apology being accepted by
the Council.
Notices about the hearing of the complaint
by the Inquiry Committee were issl:led to the
parties and, in response thereto,. while no one
attended on behalf of the complamant, Dewan
Birendar Nath represented the editor. After
making an oral statement apologising for the
lapse, he filed another original of the statement
conveying the editor's undertakmg to see that
such publications did not recur.
The Council accepted the apology and
treated the case as closed .
The respondent-editor was not present at
the hearing either in · person OF through a;fiy
representative and the complamant AssociatIon sent an observer (one Mr. T.M. Marangoly) merely to watch the proceedings.
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U. K. PRACTICE COMMENDED
Before concluding, the Council pointed out
that newspapers in India ~l.1ight alsl? adopt the
practice followed by certam papers III th~ U.K.
which carried a note at the head of their correspondence columns that letters sent. to them
for publication were liable to be edlted and
certain of their portions omitted without reference to the writer. . This might not preclude
charges of distortio~ in excising po~tions, ~ut
might obviate certam other complamts which
were sometimes made. Such cases had occurred in some complaints coming up before the
Council but not in a form as would enable It
to lay d~wn the principles .which shoul~ guide
editors in making alternatIOns or deletIOns III
letters sent to them for publication.
The Council considered that it was within
the discretion of the editor to have omitted
the portion of the letter sent to him for pU.blication in the circumstances of the case and rejected
the complaint.
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GOVERNMENT ACTION
NOT VITIATED BY
IMPROPER MOTIVE

CONSIDERATION OF MONOPOLY COMMITTEE'S
REPORT AGAIN DEFERRED
--0--

'Government Awaiting Press Council's Views
With Great Interest'

(Continued from Page 8 Column 3)
the Government had stopped advertisements
merely because the paper was pursuing a line
advocated by a political party, it would be an
improper exercise of the Government's discre·
When the Press Council met in Delhi towards
tion and would call for adverse comment by the the end of October, it could not take up discusCouncil. but the mere fact that it foJlowed a sion of the Monopoly Committee's report due
particular party line was no ground for saying to lack of time and had to adjourn its considerathat different considerations ought to apply to tion further for the next meeting.
such a paper from those applicable to other
papers which did not belong to or did not
Earlier, in deference to the Council's wishes
advocate the lines of policy pursued by parti- that the views of the Government of India on
cular political parties .
the various questions involved in the reorganisation of the Press structure should be obtained
GRADUAL WITHDRAWAL
before it formulated its proposals, the ChairMr. Kishore had taken the Council through man,Mr. Justice N. Rajagopala Ayyangar,
the news-reports, comments and articles had written to the Information and Broadcastwhich appeared in the paper from June . to ing Minister, Mr. I.K. Gujral, that, while
August 1969, of course excluding those which engaged in "the study of developments which
were the subject of proceedings in courts in might tend towards monopoly or concentrathe several pending prosecutions. with ~ view tion of ownership of newspapers", the Council
to showing that the paper was guilty of violat- had taken note of reports in newspapers that
ing the principles of journalistic ethics, which a committee, consisting of some members of
justified the Government's action in withdraw- the Union Cabinet, which had been appointed
ing advertisements from it. Here again, even at by the Prime Minister to go into the above
the risk of repetition, the Council stated that question, had submitted its report.
there had been, as already pointed out, a gradual
withdrawal of advertisements even before the
GOVERNMENT VIEWS SOUGHT
Indore riots and before news of the various
incidents connected with theriots and comments
In view of this, the Council had decided
thereon appeared in the Swadesh, so that it to postpone consideration of the Monopoly
was unable to uphold in full the submission of Committee's report on a proposal that it might
the Government that it was influenced only by await the definite views of Government on the
the matter which appeared in the paper in and several questions involved in regard to delinkafter June 1969.
ing, diffusion of ownership and participation
It might very well be that the Government in management. After the views of Governwhich preceded that which took over in March ment on these matters were ascertained, the
1969 was favourably inclined towards the party Council had decided, it would be in a better
whose policy the paper advocated and had, position to express its opinion on them and
therefore, released quite a large volume of make its recommendations.
advertisements to it, and this was diminished
The Chairman wanted to know
after the present Government came into power
(1) whether the report in a section of the
and completely stopped them on July 8, 1969.
Press of the Cabinet Committee having
But the Government had not sought to defend
drafted a bill on the subject was correct
its action on this ground and the Council
and, if so, whether a copy of it could
considered that it would not be proper for it
be sent to the Council,
~o rest its decision on it.
(2) whether, even if there was no bill as
NO PREDOMINATING INFLUENCE
such Government had made up their
mind on any of the questions involved,
The Council then dealt with the submission of Mr. Ghatate that when the complain(3) whether, even if Government did not
ant-editor was able to establish that advertisehold any definite opinion on any
ments were .withheld even before the Indore
matter and their views were only tenriots and the news-reports and comments retative, the' Council could be informed
garding the incidents, which the Government
as to what these were in relation to
contended fell below the standards of journa(a) the question of de-linking of the
listic propriety, it followed that the Council
Press from those engaged in industry,
should hold that the Government had been
(b) the type of diffusion of ownership
influenced by the critical comments of the
which Government had in view, inpaper on its acts of omission and commission.
cluding the extent of diffusion and the
It had perused the published m~tter w.hich v:as
modalities in connection therewith, (c)
placed before it by the complamant In whIch
the participation by journalists engagthe actions and policies of the Government
ed in newspapers in its management,
had been criticized. From this, it was unable
(d) the participation by persons emto draw the inference that this was the predoployed in a newspaper in a capacity
minating influence which impelled the Govother than as a journalist, and (e) the
ernment to take action by way of withdrawing
degree of participation of the two sets
ad vertisements.
of workers mentioned in (c) and (d),
The Council's finding must, therefore,
(4) whether Government, being commitnecessarily lead to th~Hejection of the c<?mpiaint
ted to the principle of freedom of the
since it was essentIal for a complalUant to
Press, were contemplating to make
establish that the Government was trying to
institutional adjustments or changes to
modify or change the editorial policy of the
ensure the freedom of the editor from
paper by withdrawing advertisements before
pressures from whichever quarters they
he could succeed in invalidating the order of
might arise,
the Government. The editor had been un(5) whether Government contemplated,
able to prove that the action of the Governor
otherwise,
either
tentatively
ment was vitiated by the improper motive of
exercising of any control over the
interfering with the editorial policy of his
management of newspaper, directly or
paper.
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indirectly, through public trustees or
financial institutions, like the nationalised banks, the L.I.C., the Unit
Trust and the I.D.C. ,
(6) whether Government had decided, tentatively or otherwise, to exempt any
newspaper, or class of newspapers,
either on the basis of the periodicity
of their publication, the type of ownership, the figures of circulation or the
ownership by a political J:arty, from the
operation of diffusion of ownership,
delinking and participation in management, and
(7) whether Government had decided,
tentatively or otherwise, to exempt from
the operation of these provisions newspapers which were carried on by trusts
or which might hereafter convert themselves into trusts.
In reply to this communication, the Minister
said, "It is true that certain proposals for the
delinking of newspaper ownership from the
ownership of industrial units have been under
the consideration of Government for some time,
and that some tentative reports on this subject
have been prepared. It will help Government
a great deal to formulate their conclusions and
arrive at decisions if the Press Council could,
in terms of Section 12 (2) (j) of the Press Council
Act, suggest remedies based on their study of
the trends towards monopoly and concentration of ownership of newspapers and news
agencies. We would, therefore, request you
to forward your suggestions in this respect to
us as early as possible so that they could be
considered before a final view is taken by Government.
RESULTS OF STUDIES
"You will recall that Section 14 of the Press
Council Act was suitably amended in 1970,
on the basis of the Council's advice to enable
it to undertake such studies on their own.
I have no doubt that the Council has been
undertaking such studies, and I feel that it
would be of benefit to Government to have the
results of these studies and the views of the
Council thereon independently of any thinking
that might be going on in Government on the
subject.
"I am sure you will agree with me that the
object of Section 12 (2)(.D is to provide Government with the results of studies and the wellconsidered views of a high-powered independent body like the Press Council, and not
merely to restrict the scope thereof to comments
on certain tentative thinking of Government.
We shall await the views of the Council with
great interest, and I need hardly assure you
that they will receive Government's highes t
consideration which they deserve" .

Fact-Finding Committee's
Term EXlended
The Government of India have extended
the term of the five-member fact-finding committee on newspaper economics, which expired on November 8, to June 30, 1973.
The committee, which had sent out a detailed questionnaire to all daily newspapers to
elicit information on income and expenditure,
- is experiencing difficulty in proceeding with its
wJrk due to poor response from the papers.
JANUARY 1973

REDUCED REVENUE TO AFFECT ECONOMIC VIABILITY OF PAPERS
(Continued From Page 4 Column 3)
(5) The reduction in allotment of newsprint was marginal.
(6) Five hundred dailies applied for quota
of newsprint which had to be equitably
rationed. Allowing some dailies more
than 10 pages would adversely affect
those with less than 10 pages.
NEWSPRINT IN SHORT SUPPLY
The court was of the view that shortage of
newsprint could stop with allotment. If
Government were content with granting the
consumers of newsprint a quantity equitably
and fairly, they (consumers) would not quarrel with the policy. They were gravely concerned with the other features.
The fixation of the lO-page limit was stated
by Government to be on account of newsprint
being in shor t supply and to effect an equitable
distribution of newsprint. In 1972-73, the
quantity available for allocation was 2,15,000
tonnes, while in the previous year it was 2,25,000
tonnes . With the shortfall of 10,000 tonnes,
the percentage would work out to be 4!
(lO,OOO x 100)2/ ,25,000. It was contended on
behalf of the Bennett Coleman & Co. and the
Hindustan Times group that there was no
shortage of newspr int.
According to the petitioners, no distinction
was made by Government between dailies
in Indian languages and English dailies, particularly big ones. A big daily, according to
Government, was taken to mean a daily with
a circulation of more than 50,000 copies,
irrespective of the number of pages, and they
made no distinction between language and English dailies.
The petitioners contended that if the maximum number of pages was fixed at 10, the
average page-level of big English and language
dailies would come down to 9.R and their pagelevel would become more or less equal to the
page-level of medium dailies whose requirements were much less. This, in the court's
view, amounted to treating unequals equally
and benefiting one type of daily at the cost of
another.
COMPULSORY REDUCTION
While admitting that the language dailies
SilOUld be allowed to grow, the court ruled that
the English dailies should not be forced to languish under a policy of regimentation. It
was, therefore, correct that the compulsory
reduction to 10 pages offended Article 19(1)(a)
and infringed the rights of freedom of speech
and expression.
The policy of Government in fixing the
maximum page-limit at 10 was described by
the petitioners to hit the big dailies and prevent newspapers from rising above mediocrity.
The reason advanced by Government was to
prevent big papers from getting any unfair
advantage over papers which were infant in
origin. It was also stated that Government's
policy was to help newspapers operating below 10 pages to attain equal position with those
operating above the lO-page level.
The court, however, ruled that this intention
to help new and young newspapers could not
be allowed to strangulate the freedom of speech
and expression of big dailies.
Government, it was pointed out, had sought
to justify the reduction in the page-level to
10 not only on the ground of shortage of newsprint but also on the basis of these big dailies
devoting a high percentage of space to advertiseJANUARY 1973

ments, and therefore, the cut in the number of
pages would not be felt by them if they adjusted their advertisement space. The court
rejected this submission on the ruling in the
Sakal case. It considered the policy of Government to limit the size of all papers to 10 pages
to be arbitrary, as it tended to treat unequals
as equals and discriminated against those who,
by virtue of their efficiency, sta ndard and service and because of their all-India stature,
acquired a higher page-level in 1957.
In its judgment, the court said, "The income of newspapers is mainly from advertisements. The loss of revenue because of the
cut in the page-level runs into several lakhs
of rupees. Even if there is a saving in raw
material by imposition of a cut in the pagelevel, there will be a r evenue gap of a large
sum of money. This gap may have been broadly recouped by increasing the page-level.
"Newspapers have a built-in mechanism,
and advertisements are not only a source of
revenue but also one of the factors for circulation. Once circulation is 105t, it becomes very
difficult to regain the old level. The advertisement rate has undergone a slight increase since
1972. And, as a result of the cut in the pagelevel. the area of advertisements has also been
reduced."
The court expressed the view that the fixation of the page-limit would not only deprive
the petitioners of their economic viability but
also restrict the freedom of expression by reason
of compulsive reduction of the page-level, entailing reduced circulation and denuding the
area of coverage for news and views.

to sacrifice advertisements and thus weaken the
link of financial strength, the organisation might
crumble. The loss on advertisements might
also affect its circulation and thereby impinge
on its freedom of speech and expression.
The court agreed that the petitioners had
rightly emphasised that the equation of the big
English dailies, which were a class by themselves, with the other dailies, which needed
less tha n 10 pages, indicated a negation of
equitable distribution and proved the irrational
treating of dailies.
GOVERNMENT JUSTIFICATION
The justification pleaded by Government
was that big dailies chose to increase the
number of their pages rather than their circula:
tion in the past. The newsprint allocation
in the past was based on the page-level of 1957
and the cir culation level of 1961-62. According to Government, newspapers which started
after 1961-62 were unable to increase their
pages, a nd, therefore, the present policy was
intended to rectify that position.
The court held that it would depend on
each paper as to how it should grow, and those
which were growing should not be restricted
if they could grow within their quota. It
did not regard the giving of additional quota
of newsprint to language papers for increasing their page numbers by reducing the quota
of the big dailies by imposing upon them the
lO-page ceiling as justified. The ceiling, affecting 22 big newspapers operating above the
lO-page level with an approximate circulation
of over 23 lakhs, i.e. more than 25 % of the
total circulation, treated them equally with
TOTAL LOSS TO PETITIONERS
others which were unequal irrespective of
The estimated loss on account of the reduced the needs of the big papers and thus violated
page-limit, according to the judgement, was Article 14 of the Constitution.
Rs . 39 lakhs in the case of the Bennett ColeThe judges expressed the view that the inman and Co., Rs . 44 lakhs in the case of The dividual requirements of different dailies renHindustan Times, and Rs . 38 lakhs in the case dered it eminently desirable in some cases to
of the Hindu. If, as a result of reduction in increase the number of pages than circulation.
the number of pages, newspapers had to depend Such adjustment was necessary to maintain
on advertisements as their main source of the quality and the range of readers. Any
income. they would be denied dissemination denial of this flexibility and adjustability hamof news and views. That would also deprive pered the quality, range and standard of daithem of their freedom of speech and expression. lies and affected the freedom of the Press .
On the other hand, if, as a result of limitaPAPERS' GROWTH CURBED
tion on the number of pages, a newspaper had
~~~~VVVV~~AA~~VVVV~~~

FREEDOM WILL
BE ENRICHED IF
RESTRICTIONS GO

The court ruled that in the garb of distribution of newsprint Government had tended to
control the growth and circulation of newspapers.
Freedom of the Press is both qualitative and
quantitative: freedom lies both in cirCUlation and
in content. The newsprint policy, which permitted
papers to increase their circulation by reducing the
number of pages, page area and periodicity,
prohibit ed them to increase the number of
pages, page area and periodicity by reducing
circulation. These restrictions constricted newspapers from adjusting their page number and
circulation.
As the newsprint policy for 1972-73 violated Articles 19(1)(a) and 14 of the Constitut ion, the court struck down the restrictions
imposed by fixing the to-page limit, the policy
of basic entitlement of quota, the prohibition
against the common-ownership units from
starting a new paper/periodical or a new edition, and the newsprint import policy for
1972-73.
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The majority judgment said, "The
faith of a citizen is that political wisdom
and virtue will sustain themselves in the
free market of ideas so long as the channels of communications are left open.
"The faith in the popular government
rests on the old dictum, 'Let the people
have the truth and the freedom to discuss
it and all will be well'. Liberty of the
Press remains an 'ark of the covenant'
in every democracy.
"Newspapers give ideas; they give
the people the freedom to find out what
ideas are correct. Therefore, Press freedom will be enriched by removing the
restrictions on the page-limit and allowing them to have new editions or new
papers."
~~,< . ~.FVVVVVV'-~

It Is Neee8sary To Dave
Law~s Sanction
In his concurring judgment, Mr. Justice
Beg observed, "It is not even necessary to consider whether the restrictions imposed by the
newsprint control policy are reasonable, war(Continued on Page 14 Column 1)
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CONCURRING
AND DISSENTING
JUDGMENTS
(Continued From Page 13 Column 3)
ranted either by Article 19(2) or Article 19(6).
They must first have the authority of law to
support them. So long as the policy remains
in the realm of even the rul es framed for the
guidance of executive or administrative authorities, it may bind them as declarations of what
they are expected to do under it. But it cannot bind citizens unless the impugned policy
is shown to have acquired the force of law.
"While restrictions have to be founded on
some law, they could limit freedom of expression and opinion only reasonably in the interests of the sovereignty and integrity of the
country, the security of the State, friendly relations with foreign countries, public order,
and decency and morality or in relation to
contempt of court, defamation and incitement
to violence."

Policy's Aim to Remedy
Present Inequality
In his dissenting judgment, Mr. Justice
Mathew observed, "In any scheme of distribution of a scarce commodity, there must be
some basis on which the entitlement should be
calculated. It is because newsprint is scarce
that it is being rationed. Freedom of speech
does not mean a right to obtain or use an unlimited quantity of newsprint. Article 19(1)
(a) of the Constitution is not a guardian of
unlimited talkativeness. The newsprint policy
also does not violate Article 14.
"I do not think I can say that the principle
adopted for the distribution of newsprint is
not for the common good. This apart, one
of the objects of the policy is to remedy the
inequality created by the previous policies and
to enable daily papers having less than 10 pages
to attain a position of equality with those
operating on a page-level of 10 or more.
"When Government insist on the newspapers concerned to maintain their present
level of circulation, they do not abridge the
freedom of speech but only enrich and enlarge
it. If a common-ownership unit, which has
already been given the opportunity of expressing itself through the media of two or three
papers, were to go on acquiring or sponsoring
new papers and if its claim for quota for all
the papers is admitted, it would result in concentration of ownership and accelerate the
tendency towards monopoly in the newspaper
industry."

Fact-Finding Committee
Questionnaire

'PROBLEM CANNOT BE SOLVED BY AMENDING
NINTH SCHEDULE OF CONSTITUTION'
(Continued From Page 1 Column 2)
the relevant factors, including the Supreme
Court's judgment, would have to be kept in
mind. He said there were no two opinions
about the desirability of such de-linking. "We
are very keen about it but legal difficulties have
been posed by the Supreme Court. The judgment also refers to shareholders being given
protection under Article 19 of the Constitution."
Mr. Gujral did not think that it would be
possible from what the judgment had said
about the scope of Article 19 of the Constitution to secure de-linking by amending the Ninth
Schedule of the Constitution, which primarily
dealt with acquisition of property.
The Minister was asked whether Government, which had been giving assurances from
session to session about Press diffusion, were
using the Supreme Court's judgment as alibi
for deferring the whole thing. He said Government felt that there would be a healthy
growth of the Press if there was de-linking.
"When we are examining the draft bill, all
the factors will be taken into account, and the
Supreme Court's judgment is a relevant factor" .
He did not think the problem could be solved
by amending the Ninth Schedule, having regard to what the judgment had said on Article
19.
ADVERTISEMENT LIMIT
Asked about Government restricting advertisement space in newspapers which used more
than 50 per cent. of their columns for this
purpose, Mr. Gujral S'lid two aspects had to
be borne in mind. First, the Supreme Court's
judgment had said that freedom of expression
was qualitative and quantitative. Second, how
much advertisement should be in a newspaper
had to be determined after ascertaining the
point at which a newspaper could economically
break even.
This, Mr. Gujral said, was one ofthe matters
the fact-finding committee on the economics
of newspapers was examining. He had always
held the view that increasing the space for
advertisements meant reducing the real worth
of a newspaper. He had suggested to the newspaper organisations that a certain percentage
of space for advertisements should be fixed.
He was awaiting the report of the committee
so that once the break-even point was known,
"we will be in a better position to tell them."
Asked whether Government would finalise
its proposals after receipt of the report of the
fact-finding committee, the Minister said that
the committee was going into the financial
structure of newspapers. One of the questions
Government had been considering was whether
some ceiling could be put on advertisement
space. More data was needed from that point
of view. "We cannot examine the question
apart from the judgment of the Supreme
Court, which is a reality. We have to examine
the stituation in the light of the judgment."
PRICE-PAGE SCHEDULE
Mr. Gujral was asked whether Government would take speedy action to enforce a
price-page schedule by amending the Constitution.

Taking note of the Supreme Court's judgement on the lO-page ceiling, the fact-finding
committee on the economics of newspapers,
with Dr. Bhabatosh Datta as Chairman,
has partially modified its earlier 'explanatory
notes to the questionnaire which mentioned
that estimates for the years 1972 to 1974 might
be made with reference to the lO-page limit
The Minister pointed out that the Supreme
for the allocation of newsprint imposed by
Government with effect from January 1, 1972. Court's judgment had also dealt with the pricePublishers may now give their estimates with- page schedule and barred the way for doing
out reference to any particular page-limit. certain things, Naturally, Government was
They have been asked to indicate (a) the ave- examining it in great detail. "We cannot
rage number of pages on which the estimates for bring forth a bill before Parliament without
each of these years are based, and (b) the first assessing, in the right context, as to how
allocation of space for news and advertise-' far the judgment goes and what methods and
ment which " they have in mind for each of ways are open to us .
these years."
Asked why they should have difficulty in
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dealing with the Press when Government had
"blasted" the Maharajas, Mr. Gujral said.
"Freedom of the Press is an article of faith
with us. The idea is not to blast or blow anybody but to make the freedom of the Press
genuine".
Questioned about journals of a certain
political party being as "harmful" to the freedom of the Press as the monopoly Press, Mr.
Gujral said any party, whether of the left or
the right, could express itself in any way it
liked. There was no intention to curb freedom
of expression. "but everything should be free
of vested interests."

Indecent Pictures In
Advertisements
The question of publication of "indecent
and provocative" pictures of cabaret dancers
in newspaper advertisements would be examined by the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting in consultation with the Home Ministry. stated the Deputy Minister of Information
and Broadcasting, Mr. Dharam Bir Sinha , in
a written answer in the Lok Sabha on December 13.
Mr. Sinha was asked whether "nude pictures of cabaret dancers appeared as advertisements in almost all the newspapers in Delhi
and other big cities and whether they would
be stopped."
Mr. Sinha replied: "Nude pictures are not
published, though the illustrations sometimes
can be regarded as indecent, causing harmful
effects". This question would be examined
in all its aspects in consultation with the Home
Ministry and other concerned interests.
He added, "Appeals have been made to the
newspaper industry to desist from publishing
such advertisements. Punitive action is to be
taken by the authorities under the State Governments concerned."

p.e.l. Sports Club
The Press Council's Under Secretary, Mr.
V.P . Malik, has been nominated Welfare Officer
of the Council's Secretari"t to promote and
organise recreational and other welfare activities for its employees.
For this purpose, a Welfare Fund has been
set up subscribed to by voluntary contributions
by the officers and staff of the Council's Secretariat every month. The Chairman, Mr.
Justice N. Rajagopala Ayyangar, has made a
donation to the Fund.
To start with, a Sports Club has been established in the premises of the Secretariat in 10,
Janpath with facilities for three outdoor games
-badminton, tennikoit and volleyball. The
staff members take advantage of these games
during the lunch interval and after office
hours.
:gj ....................................... ~~G'"U ........... IN.:>~

I WrongPress
To Interfere With I
Liberty
i

!

"The freedom of the Press is not just a
slogan-it is an essential attribute of the democratic process. I have no doubt that even
if Government dislike the liberties taken by
the Press and consider them dangerous , it
would be wrong to interfere with Press freedom. By imposing restrictions, Government
do not change anything ; they merely suppress
thoughts underlying them to spread further".
-Jawaharlal Nehru.
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A RELUCTANT REVOLUTION AMONG OTHER ASIAN
NEWSPAPERS

Basic to an understanding of the Asian newspapers' problems is the relationship between
Government and the Press. It is true that most
Asian nations guarantee freedom of the Press
in thier constitutions. It is, however, also '
true that numerous constitutions have been
suspended or dispensed with on grounds of
emergency conditions, thus making Press
freedom in such countries only what the Governments say it is. The reasons for Government
control range from the actual war justifying
censorship to the shortage of foreign exchange
for the purchase of newsprint.
When one speaks of lack of Press freedom
in Asia, it is almost natural first to think of
Communist China. Communist Chinese newspapers, required to operate as dependent institutions in support of the Communist Party,
are carefully organised both structurally and
functionally. Structurally, the Press of China
consists of a national news agency, a national,
regional and lower Press, while functionally,
newspaners are organised into those published
by political organisations (meaning the Communist Party), the so-called mass organisations
and public institutions. At each level, a strict
control is maintained.
CONTROL IN INDO-CHINA
The other areas of Asia have Presses almost
as stringently controlled as that of Communist
China. For example, Laos, Cambodia and
Vietnam in Indo-China have never experienced
the advantages of a free Press, mainly because
between fighting the Japanese occupation,
colonialism and civil strife, the Governmetns
have not had time to establish free Presses.
Censorship laws in Laos have been enforced
by the police. In Cambodia, a censorship
division has existed within the Ministry of
Information. All Vietnamese Governments
since World War II have paid lip-service to
Press freedom with sugar-coated euphorisms
designed to make them look better in Western
eyes. The situation in reality is, however quite different. Within less than a
year' after a new constitution was promulgated
in the late sixties, over three dozen newspapers
were suspended. One of the guarantees of
that constitution was freedom of the Press.
Newspapers in South Vietnam, as in other
under-developed countries, have been hampered
by at least two major problems, namely technical and socio-political. First, on the technical side, the equipment for newspaper production in South Vietnam is obsolete, and, second,
on the socio-political side, the lack of freedom
of the Press is still too obvious despite the
complicated and changing Press reg1llations
which try to pay lip-service to Press freedom.
By dividing itself to the point of inefficiency
and impotency, the South Vietnamese Press,
like the political elite, has no real impact on the
life of the people. Its influence on society is
marginal and its very existence is constantl~
affected by each politicr,1 change or turmoIl
in the country.
SUBJUGATION IN BURMA
Burma is another country where Press
subjugation is nearly complete. Traditionally,
the Press has relied heavily on Government
advertising since consumer goods outlets and
demands have been scanty. News services
have been dependent upon Government subscription and circulation, and broadcasting from
the outset has been a Government monopoly.
Any printed medium is subject to closure by
executive order if it does not serve the needs
of the State. By 1968, all newspapers were
JANUARY 1973
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Strict Control By
Governments
nationalised, except the Rangoon Daily which
serves the illusion of a free Press although in
reality it is a Government puppet. Since 1962,
when the military Government dictated that
newspapers should serve national goals, four
Chinese, five Indian and ten Burmese and
English language papers have been forced to
close.
THAILAND RESTRICTIONS
Press freedom in Thailand has been an
up-and-down proposition, depending on the
Government in power. The trend today must
be considered more restrictive. No new
publications can be established without licensing, no Press abuses can be directed agains t
the royal family, the State, Government departments, public morals or national morale, As
the 1970s approached, bills to shackle the Press
of Thailand were introduced that would intimidate the media in terms matched only in
Eastern Europe and Latin America. Some of
the proposed bills have since been defeated.
Newspapers in Indonesia, since General
Soeharto took control in March 1966 discuss
affairs of Government as if they expect to
influence its decisions. Newsprint subsidies,

By JOHN L. LENT*
since 1967, have been ended to free the newspapers from dependence on Government. But
licensing by Government still regulates newsprint supplies, advertising rates, and other
aspects of newspaper operation in t~e couIl:try.
A Basic Press Law of 1966, guaranteemg agamst
censorship and suspension of newspapers, has
been a giant step forward for Indonesian
journalists, who suffered many setbacks during
the tenure of President Sukarno. Just before
his ouster, for instance, President Sukarno had
suspended all Chinese-language newspapers;
at other times, his Government either suspended papers or house-arrested editors.
PHILIPPINES &, TAIWAN

with publishing pro-Communist news. They
were said to have published New China News
Agency dispatches and used 'Mao Tse-tung'
as the name of Communist China's leader,
rather than 'Bandit Mao', the name other
Nationalist Chinese papers normally use. The
Yuyitungs were shipped off to Taiwan, where,
through the intercession of the International
Press Institute, their lives were spared. This
action was especially damaging to the Philippine Press, which considers itself the freest
in Asia, if not the world. However, other
threats to Philippine Press freedom have been
on the rise during the Marcos administration.

Restrictions on Press freedom on Taiwan
are not so subtle. There, a Publication Law
of 1958 is still in the books, giving Government,
by administrative action, the right to revoke
a paper's licence to publish. Another reason is
that Government still subsidises 80 per cent.
of the chief news agency's operations. Chinese
on Taiwan feel that the island must maintain
some Press laws because of the semi-state of war
that exists with Communist China.
FORMER BRITISH COLONIES
Former British colonies, Pakistan, Malaysia,
Singapore and Hong-Kong, all have stipulations
that give the Governments more than the usual
amount of media control. All these territories work under licencing or registration
systems. In Hong-Kong, an annual registration fee and an initial security deposit are
necessary; the deposit is automatically forfeited
if a paper fails to comply with laws governing
publication. Both a printing permit and
Government licensing are required in Malaysia
and Singapore; the licences, renewable every
year, are used to suppress agitation for insurrection. All the four Governments have put
aside constitutional guarantees during different
emergency situations in recent years.
Because the printed media of Pakistan must
depend Oll large appropriations of Government
advertising and because Hong-Kong, Malaysian
and Singaporean newspapers must get the
major part of their news from Government
information agencies, some Asian media
watchers feel freedom of the Press is no longer
based on British Press principles in these former
British colonies .
In Afghanistan, all provincial newspapers,
with the exception of three, which have independent editors, are Government-owned and
controlled. Their editors are appointed by
Government.
SUPPRESSION IN KOREA

The Philippines and Taiwan, both fond of
boasting of their respect for democratic principles came in for sharp criticism in 1970 as
a re~u1t of the internationally-famous Yuyitung
case. Rizal and Quintin Yuyitung were editor
and publisher of the Chinese Commercial News,
a Manila newspaper that has been accused of
being everything from pro-loyalist to proJapanese during World War II to pro-Co.mmunist more recently. In 1970, the YUYltungs
were deported from the Philippines charged

Suppression has been the standard in regard to the Press of Korea. The one occasion
when this medium was truly free, irresponsible
occasion
journalism predominated. That
was the 1960 April uprising. Because mass
media had belped topple the Rhee Government
at that time, the Koreans placed an implicit
trust in newspapermen after 1960. Fortunately,
self-purification on the part of the conscientious element cleaned up corruption and a
Press Ethics Commission was set up. In
addition to this Commission, a Press institute
was developed.

*This article published in a recent volume of
the Gazette, the International Journal for
Mass Communication Studies, is reproduced
in an abridged form for the benefit of our
readers.

Press institutc::s in Seven Asian nations, in
addition to Press councils, courts of honour or
Press ethics commissions in India, the Philippines, Pakistan and Korea-plus talk of councils
in other nations as wen-are all encouraging
signs for the promotion of a free and responsible PresS in Asia.
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PRESS COUNCIL MEMB ER .DR. P AR ULEKAR PASSES AWAY
The P.C.T. Review regrets to record the
death of Dr. Narayan Bhikaji Parulekar, a
senior member of the Press Council, at Poona
early on the morning of Monday, January 8.
He was 75 and is survived by his wife and
a daughter.
Dr. Parulekar was the Editor of the Sakal,
a 40-year-old popular Marathi daily of Poona
and its one-year-old Bombay edition, and the
Swaraj, a Marathi weekly of Poona. His passing away has removed a colourful personality
from Indian journalism. An ardent defender
of Press freedom, he created a new awareness
in the Indian journalistic world, particularly
among language and small newspapers.
Born in a poor family in Gudchi, a village
in Kolhapur district in South Maharashtra,
Dr.Parulekartook his M.A. degree from Bombay
University and his Ph.D. from Columbia Univversity. He stayed in the U.S.A for six years
up to 1930 and returned to In:iia soon after
to lay the foundation of the Sakal, which has
today become one of the most widely-read
dailies in Maharashtra. Launched on January
10, 1932, it almost became an institution of
efficient journalism and newspaper management, through which he imparted public education to the common man.
TWICE CHAIRMAN OF P.T.I.
A member of the Indian and Eastern
Newspaper Society, Dr.Parulekar was once its
President. He was twice Chairman of the
Board of Directors of the Press Trust of India.
He was a member of the Newsprint Advisory
Committee as well as of the Expert Committee
on Mass Media of the Ministry of Informatian
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T ributes By Min ister
And Chairman
and Broadcasting. He was awarded Padma
Bhushan for his outstanding achievements in
the newspaper world and conferred an honorary
doctorate in li terature by Poona Unive rsity
early in 1977..
A RESPECTED EDITOR
In a message of sympathy to Mrs .parulekar,
the Minister of State for Information and Broadcasting, Mr.I.K . Gujral , said "I was extre mely
grieved to hear of your husband's death. Dr.
Parulekar was a r espected edi tor who made a
notable contribution to Indi'a n journalism ,
His death has
specially in Maharashtra .
created a void in the newspaper industry which
it will be difficult to fill . Please accept my
heartfelt eondolences".
Paying tributes to Dr. Parulekar, the ChaiTman of the Press Council, Mr. Justice N.
Rajagopala Ayyangar, said that "Indian journalism, particularly language journalism, is the
poorer by the demise of this honest, able and
fearless journalist and newspaper-owner".
Mr. Justice Ayyangar added " I must place
on record the valuable assistance which the
Council and I always derived fro m Dr.
Parulekar's presence on this body. He was
forthright in his views and expressed them
with great clarity and strength. He always
came prepared fo r the meetings of the
Council, and his intervention in discussions on
any matter was listened to with respect, coming

as i t did from one who had unlimited experience
and was absolutely honest.
"Dr.Parulekar had started his paper, the
Sakal, from scratch and, having brought it out
almost single-handed and raised it to the position of one of the most outstanding M2rathi
dailies in the country, he was intimately acquainted with every branch of the journalistic profession as well as the newspaper industlY.
"Dr. Parulekar stood for the independence
of the editor and for his freedom to dissent.
He was fearless in his critciism where he fell
that untruth was being told or injustice perpetrated. In his death the Council has lost a
distinguished and valuable member and myself
a sincere friend".
A PILLAR OF DEMOCRACY
Mr. Durga Das, Chief Editor of the INFA
and the States , and a member of the Press
Council said "India has lost a pillar of democracy in the death of Dr. Parulekar.
"By fighting the Sakal case in the Supreme
Court successfully, he vindic~ tect the freedom
of t he Press. He used the knowledge and experience he acquired in the U.S.A. to build up
the Sakal and thus prove tha t a daily catering
to the hinterland could be as successful commercially as a metropolitan daily and more
effective politicallly.
"Dr. Parulekar's stewardship of the Press
Trust of India proved invaluable and his
membership of the Press Council was a source
of inspiratIOn to his colleagues".
The Secretariat of the Council remained
closed on January 8 as a mark of respect to the
memory of Dr. Parulekar.

INDEPENDENT PRESS WAT CHDOG FOR T H E U N I'I'ED STATES
The Press is, as we all know in the U.S., is
everybody else's watchdog, but where is the
watchdog for the Press? The idea of an independent council performing such a r<?le h~s long
been kicked around. Now one IS bemg set
up. Last month, the Twent~eth Century Fund
announced plans to establish a 15-member
council to investigate allegations of unfair a~d
inaccurate reporting and to speak for the medla
when they are threatened. It will operate for
an experimental period of three to five years.
NATIONAL NEWS SUPPLIERS
Because of the huge number of American
newspapers, investigations will be lif!.lited .to
national suppliers of news, the major .wrre
services like the United Press InternatIonal
and the Associated Press, weekly news magazines, radio and television networks, the two
national newspapers, the Wall Street Journal
and the Christian Science Monitor, and news
services like those of the New York Times and
the Washington Post-Los Angeles Times.
Journalists from these organisations will
not sit on the council which may be backed by a
$ 400,000 budget from a consortium of in~epen
dent foundations. Although Its scope Will be
different from Britain's Press Council, which
covers all newspapers, the procedures will be

similar. In par ticular, the council's findings
will have no binding legal force. The hope
is that the offending organisation will print

Wqe lJLQLc3L ~eui~fu
We crave the indulgence of our readers for raising the annual subscription
of the P.C.I. Review from Rs. 3 to 5
and the price pe:' copy from Re. 1 to
Rs. 1.50 beginning with this January
issue. We have been compelled to do
so on account of the increased cost of
production and pj gher postal tariff.
If remittances for 1973 have 110t already been made, they should be sent
to the Secretary, Press Council of India,
10, Janpath, New Delhi-II , either by
money order or postal order at an early
date. Cheques will be acceptable provided those from outstations include an
extra one rupee to cover the bank commission and collection ch arg~s. In the
case of both money orders and postal
orders however, the amounts sent should
be exa~tly those of the subscription ,.wi.thout deduction of any com!'lllSSlOn
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or broadcast the council's decision. If it
does not, others certainly will.
At a time when the Press has become so
alarmed about further encroachments on journalistic freedom (in particular the right to
protect sources in the courts), the council
is hardly going to get a big cheer from the
"trade". A recent poll of 700 members of the
American Society of Newspaper Editors showed
a 3 to I majority against such a body. The
publisher of the New York Times is distinctly
cool and the Washington Post only slightly
less so.
MORAL AUTHORITY
But if the British example is anything to
go by. a press council can successfully assert
journalists' rights. If the new council can show
that it is doing this as vigorously as it takes up
the llublic's complaints against the Press,
American newspapers may eventually come to
live with it quite amicably. Its greatest problem
is to acquire the sort of moral authority which
will earn it the respect of the public, the Press
itself and the Government. Here a good start
has been made in the choice of the former
California Chief Justice, Mr. Roger Traynot,
as chairman.-Courtesy: The Economist .
(Other World Press News on Pages 2 and 15)
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